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The purpose of this study was to examine the degree of 
influence that television advertising have on children in Malaysia, 
focusing specifically on children in Petaling Jaya. Private groups, 
overnment, regulatory agencies, consumer advocates, and social critics 
have been making a wide range of comments about the content and 
presumed impact of advertisement. This study was conducted in order to 
identify advertisem nts which influence children and to specifically 
examine the contents of these adverti ements in order to study the 
natur and ex nt of h ir influ nee. Th a e and incom background 
of th respond n lo d 
to id n ify h ir sin r c nc 
isem nt on childr n. I wa 
l wi h hr a v riable , in an attempt 
n rmining th nf u nee of adver- 
also h aim of thi udy to indicate 
the effects of television adv rti ing on children so that appropriate 
steps can b made, if n c ss ry, to achi v a tru hful, accurate and 
fair advertisin indu try. 
It is hoped that these findings, however tentative and limited, 
will be useful to those who are concerned with "advertising to children". 
It is also hoped that these findings will be helpful in the mounting of 











Tujuan kajian ini adalah untuk mengkaji pengaruh dan kesan 
pengiklanan televisyen atas kanak-kanak di Malaysia, tertumpu khasnya 
kepada kanak-kanak di Petaling Jaya. Kumpulan-kumpulan persendirian, 
kerajaan, agensi-agensi penguatkuasaan, badan-badan pengguna dan ahli- 
ahli kritik sosial telah membuat berba ai-ba ai komen tentang isi kan- 
dungan dan kesan iklan-iklan yang mempengaruhi kanak-kanak khasnya, dan 
juga untuk men kaji isi kandungan iklan ini untuk m lihat elemen-elemen 
yang terdapat dal'am pengaruh ini. Latarbelakang umur dan pendapatan 
para re pond n ju d mbi kir d 1 mt i ini sebagai 'variabl ' 
r ka dal mm n n uk n untuk m 
kan k. Adalah u i ujuon k ji n in un uk m nunjukkan ke an- 
ke n y ng dibawa ol h pen ik nan 1 v syn upaya ndak n- indak n 
yang se uai boleh dia.mbil ik p rlu, un uk mencapai sebuah indu ri 
pengiklanan yan benar, epa dan dil. 
Adalah ik r pk n y n h i d ripada kajian ini, sebagaimana 
terhad, akan menjadi berguna kepada sesiapa yang berminat tentang 
pen iklanan kepada kanak-kanak. Adalah juga diharapkan yang hasil-hasil 
kajian ini akan membantu dalam pengendalian kajian-kajian lain tentang 
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As a practice, this chapter will serve as an introduction to 
the concepts as being used in this thesis. We will also be introduced 
to the problem being dealt with here, the scope of this study, the 
respondents involved, as well as the problems encountered during the 
course of this study. 
Definition of Concept 
Adv r s m nt ar of n known h dd n p r uad r becau e 
the indu ry on b on p r u v el ments which are 
of n no vi b ·o y 0 h 1 ym n. Th ab lity o per u de 
is en r lly acknowl dged a "in flu nc II hat ult from an und r- 
standin of de p human b li r' volu nd at i ud 
Considering that adv rti ing b s don h 
persuasion and ha i n n · i .hat or p r ua ion, a British struc- 
turalist Var a Leyrnore wrote: 
"Advertising is concerned with the use of symbols 
to effect the exchange of values. As such it is 
the focal point of the two most important communication 
processes in any society ... the exchange of signs and 










As a communication system, advertising functions in much the 
same way as myth, so wrote anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss. He 
defined the purpose of myth as that of providing a logical model capable 
of overcoming contradictions.2 Myth and advertising both present 
potential conflicts an then scan the available answers to the problems 
before providing the answer, or answers that best fit the prevailing 
modes of behaviour, the accepted beliefs, attitudes and values of that 
particular society.3 
Very much like myth, advertisin acts to reduce anxiety. It 
re- tate th basic problem of humani y and then offer a solution to 
them. To b oc al y cc p abl , for xampl con um r ne d only to 
use a particular toothpast or deodoran To be pro ected from catas- 
roph , h n only pu cha e h rj h br nd of in ur nc or smoke 
d t ctor. For financi 1 
chool or mon hly 
cu y, nd nc a a c r in trad 
a locol v n n oan a ociation will 
keep the consumer cur In bri f, adv rti in offers imple answers 
to the five human need cat oriz n "Marlow ' H rarchy of 
Needs". 
As a media of advertising, it is by now truistic that televi- 
sion provides an invisible environment that may have a wide range of 
effects on their audiences. It is also true to say that in this modern 
era of science, technology and computers, advertising through television 










is the most potent advertising medium ever devised. No innovation in 
modern advertising has set off such a wave of speculation as the 
development of commercial television. With sight plus sound plus motion 
it seemed like the answer to an advertising man's prayer - the next best 
thing to person-to-person communication. For the first time, it was 
possible to show a product, talk about it, and demonstrate it to millions 
of people at once. 
Television advertising may on the surface, appear to be "hard- 
sell" persuasion, encouragin a change of habit or taste, but in reality 
it i cons rvative and tend o reinforce the tatu quo. Whether 
off rin n w produc 
o try, or ncoura ing u e of old one, advertisin 
couche it p rsuasive appal in term of existing group norms and use~ 
famil · r nnd a yr con z ymbol . 
For many of h manufactur r or ma product , he word 
"consumer" i ynonymou wi h "childlik" I i not an exaggeration 
to ay that many of the 
teristics of childr n - 
m nufactur r would like th wort charac- 
lfi hn d li ht in th simple-minded, 
uncontrolled a re iven , and prejudic to survive into adult life. 
"The more anxious, confused, and uncertain, and 
bewildered a society becomes, the stronger will 










All the adjectives above describe clearly the characteristics which 
exist in children. In the process of growing up, children are almost 
always confused and unsure of many things. Therefore, for advertisers, 
the most ideal consumers are children because being confused and unsure, 
they are easily influenced by what they see, hear or feel. Children 
are also easily influenced by gimmicks and lies in advertisements; in 
other words, the greater the role played by advertisements. 
It needs tobe explained here that children are not necessarily 
individuals below the age of fifteen, twenty or even fifty. As the 
saying goes, there is a ch ld in every man, or woman, for this matter; 
only the int n i y diff r. How v r, for th purpos of thi tudy, we 
sh 11 take h word childr n in it general meaning to avoid any 
confu on. Th r for h ch 1 r n r d o h r h 11 be individual 
blow the ag of nin t n. 
To th un up c in 
television are jut br ak 
au 1 nc or 1 vi on comm rcial , 
b w n h ir favouri et 1 vi ion how 
which allow them o o to h wa h room o to f tch omething. Some may 
treat adverti m n mu o nsur that the good shows are 
sponsored by somebody. Little does the audience know or realise that 
they are being 'forced' into watching something which might influence 










Statement of Problem 
This study is about the influence of television advertisements 
on children in Petaling Jaya. What we mean by influence of television 
advertisements here is the ability of advertisements to attract the 
children's attention, to make the children remember the advertisements 
or even more, the ability of advertisements to make the children 
interested in buying and possessing the goods advertised. Of course, 
the ability to actually make the children purchase the goods is consi- 
dered a very high and successful de ree of inf uence. 
From h n w r nd d of h r rch, w will e wheth r 




r nfl uenc d by 
an w r i in h 
h dver i ments hat 
thy on on. arr rmative, hen th 
advertisem n which ar ucc fu in nflu ncin th childr n will be 
crutiniz d o wh h 1 m n · or hi ucc ar. Likewise, the 
unsuccessful adv r i men 
failure lies. 
will 1 o b xamin d to see where their 
This study will also deal with the determinants of the success 
and failure of some advertisements on children. The major factors 
studied are related to the respondents' backgrounds. Among the aspects 
of the background which are looked into is the age of the respondents. 
We will check if the age variable plays any role in determining the 










inclined to be influenced by advertisements?). Family income is another 
aspect that will be looked into. We will see if family income is a 
variable that will determine the influence of advertisements (i.e. are 
richer children more likely to be influenced by advertisements). 
Besides these determinants there will be others like the parents' 
education level (do more educated parents guide their children's buying 
habits better?), the language spoken at home, etc. 
Also included in this study is the effects of these television 
advertisements on the children themselves. Amon the matters that will 
be considered are whether adv rti ements bring good or bad effect on 
the p rsonal ty, dev lopmen and buyin hnb of children. Alo to b 
studied is the trength of thi influ nc and whether or not it effect 
the chil n' b h v our a w 11. 
th 
All will then enable 
ch ldr n will row up to be. us to predict wh t kind or con um r 
Study Objective 
Althou h adv rti in i ld often studied and written on, 
it is seldom studied from the aspect of its influence on children. 
Therefore, this study is carried out on the industry which is widely 
exposed to the everyday lives of our society through an important but 
often ignored point of view. 
Advertising through television has become so much a part of 










produced in the first place by manufacturers to expand their market, 
and that these advertisements could carry misleading messa~es and themes 
to consumers. 
Therefore, it is hoped and wished that after reading the report 
of this study, the concerned parties will be more aware of the "gimmicks" 
and "tricks" in "interesting" television advertisements so that this 
awareness could protect the consumers, especially children, from the 
exploitation of advertisers. 
It is also hoped that thi tudy will erve as a reference to 
any cone rned parti , may b overnm nt bodie, or independent 
bodies uch a h con umer a ociations, which might want to improve 
the dv rti n y m or o pro c h in r of consum r from 
bin xplo· by al immick nd ny fal claims oft levi ion 
advertisem nt 
Scope of Study 
It is necessary to explain here that the scope of this study 
is not as wide as may be wished. This is due to the time limit imposed 
by the department and the faculty on the study. It should also be 
stressed here that there is limited resources and manpower in carrying 










However, despite all these setbacks, efforts have been made 
to have as wide a scope as possible and towards study as scientific and 
so representative as possible. 
The area chosen here, which is Petaling Jaya is representative 
of all other sub-urban areas with the population, standard of living 
and development level which are more or less equal to Petaling Jaya. 
As for the television advertisements which are being studied, 
they consist of many various kinds of oods. For the convenience of 
this study, the good 
8 groups a below: 
taken into thi study have been categorized into 
a) n ck 
b) nu ri t i.ous od (r pr s n· d by milk) 
c) fa t-food 
d) d rg nt 
e) clo h 
f) toys 
ci are t s 
h) government messages. 
The respondents taken from this study come from various parts 
of Petaling Jaya. There are altogether ninety 0f them. Further 











The ninety boys mentioned are Chinese boys residing in various 
parts of Petaling Jaya, ranging from the exclusive parts of Petaling 
Jaya like Damansara Heights to the not-so exclusive parts of Petaling 
Jaya like Petaling Jaya State, etc. The respondents were chosen at 
random but care was taken to ensure that they fitted the criterion 
required. 
It is hereby explained that only ones x roup was chosen due 
to the lack of time and opportunity for the completion of this study. 
Con idering th un v r ally known f t ha th rat of mental and 
phy ical row h of boy n rl v ry n m ny d fferen way , only boy 
w re cho n or pr n th ch ldrcn n n ral to avoid any confu ions 
and contradiction which may ari 
respondents. 
from takin both boy nd irls a 
Due also to th limit d amount of tim g v n to the completion 
of this study, only Chine childr n w r t ken as respondents rather 
than all various races in Malaysia to avoid any confusion that may arise 
because of the different cultures of different races. These cultural 
differences could bring differences in taste, behaviour, buying, habits, 
buying power, etc. Therefore it is wise if in this thesis only one race 
is taken to control racial differences. In this case, Chinese respon- 
dents were chosen and it is hoped that somebody else will study the 









It was also made sure that the respondents of this study are 
exposed to the television media. This means that they should either own 
a television set at home or that they have excess to a television set. 
Just as importantly, they should also be watchers of television. This 
is all very necessary because we cannot measure the influence of 
advertisements in children unless we are sure that they are each exposed 
in one way or another to the television advertisements themselves. 
After determining the cri terio for the respondents, the chosen 
respondents were then divided into nine group according to age group 
and family income variables. The divisions are as follows: 
Age Family Income Number of rou r pon n 
< $1500 10 
5-6 $1500 - $3000 10 
$ 000 10 
< $1500 10 
12-13 $1500 - $3000 10 
$ 000 0 
< $1500 10 
18-19 $1500 - $3000 10 
> $3000 10 
Table 1.1 Categorization of age and family 
income of respondents 
Children aged 5-6 were chosen to represent the pre-school group: 
children aged 12-13 were chosen to represent the adolescents, and 










categorization was made in this manner to enable clear distinction of 
the different degrees of influence that television advertisements have 
on children from all age groups. This clarity and distinction may not 
be seen if the categorization had been 5-12, 13-17, 18-19 because the 
dividing line would not be very clear. A child aged 12, for instance may 
be just a week younger than another child of 13 in the next group and 
yet belong to the younger group. 
The rather extreme division of income groups was also to get a 
more clear-cut distinction. The income of $1500 and below was chosen 
as the minimum inGome group because $1500 makes the average earning of 
th low incom famili n P ling J ya wh r the cost of living i 
con ider d quit hi h comp rd o rural r Lik wi e, h income 
ran $1 00 - $3000 w cho n ·or n th middle cla s or the 
average incom roup. For th abov av rag and h rich, th incom 
determined is $3000 and abov . Th e divi ions a determined here shall 
stay effective all throu h th 1 ngth of hi tudy. 
From qu tionin h r pond n , it wa discovered that the 
language that the respondents speak at home is English followed closely 
by Chinese. It was also found that very few of these respondents speak 










Respondents' Language Spoken By Respondents 
Age and Bahasa Malaysia English Chinese Total 
Family Income (%) (%) (%) (%) 
5 - 6 yrs 0 60.0 40.0 100 
12 - 13 yrs 0 53.3 46.7 100 
18 - 19 yrs 10.0 40.0 50.0 100 
< $1500 6.7 19.8 73.3 100 
$1500-$3000 3.3 63.3 33.3 100 
> $3000 0 70.0 30.0 100 
Tabl 1. 2 Ag nd Family Incom V r ab 
At Hom 
A a n Language. poken 
uch ar h b ck round and ·h crit rion o th respond nts 
which are bein u d for h udy. 
Methodology of Study 
Basically three methods were used to complete this thesis. These 
methods are: 
a) questionnaire method 
b) observation 
c) reference to printed matters - books, magazines, newspapers, 










a) The Questionnaire Method 
More than a hundred copies of the questionnaire 
were prepared to be filled by the respondents themselves 
under the supervision of the writer or by the interviewer 
herself where the respondents are not able to read or write. 
After all ninety questionnaires were filled according to 
the required criterion, the questionnaires were then 
analised to obtain the ultimate answer or answers for this 
study. 
b) Th Ob ervation Method 
Con d ring ht h opic of thi tudy cov r 
h inrlu nc o t 1 vision adv rti m nt on childr n, 
pin w r ak n o ob rv behaviour of childr n who wer 
r pendent 
w lkin tyl 
Th ir b h v our, dre ing and even their 
among o th r w r o erv d to ch ck if th y 
hav be n influ nc d nou h to u e and wear the goods 
adverti ed or c lik th actors in the advertisements. 
c) Reference To Printed Matters 
Besides the questionnaire method and the observa- 
tion method, information was also obtained by referring 
to existing materials written by writers and sociologists 
in the past. Amongst the materials used for references 










Problems Encountered During Study 
One of the problems faced during the field-work was the 
difficulty to get the respondents who filled the criterion of age and 
family income as determined. This was considering that the respondents 
suitable for this study was only limited to boys who were Chinese and 
with particular economic backgrounds and age-range. Due to this parti- 
cularity, a longer time than scheduled was taken to finish the survey. 
Besides this, there was also the problem of getting the agree- 
ment of the respondents or their parents to be interviewed. This was 
probably du to th po ib 1 y ha h y rn ·ook th interview r as a 
sales pr on who wa ry n o ll om thin or that hew n 
inv i a or from h Tax nn R v nu D par m n. 
How v r, d p h probl m , ·h r pond n w re inter- 
viewed and th r ul w r then ucc fully analyzed. 
Anoth r probl m c d w n d rm n n the questions for the 
questions for th qu tionnair s b cau e the variety of advertisements 
nowadays are enornous and it is rather difficult to determine which are 
supposed to be in and which are not. Finally however, a solution was 
found and the categories were made. 
Other problems which were faced in this study were more minor 
ones and which were settled with the help and kind assistance of the 
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Much has been written about advertising and even more has been 
written about children. There are however, very few writings and 
studies that look specifically at the relation between advertising and 
children. 
In this chapter, we will first touch on the various definitions 
and opinions on advertising and children individually so that at the 
end of this chap r we can discuss about the various relations that has 
been made and can b mad b tw n adv r i ing and children. 
On h d f ni n of dv rt 1- lf th r ar many diff r n 
opinions giv n by variou exp rt in th r fi ld 
Webster defin d adverti ing a any form of public announcem nt 
intended to aid dir ctly or indirectly in he al of a commodity, in 
1 securin employment, etc. 
To Rosser Reeves who made history as a creative head of one of 
the largest advertising agencies, Ted Bates and Company, advertising is 
the art of getting a unique selling proposition into the heads of the 
most people at the lowest possible cost.2 
Gene Reichert mentioned that an advertisement has been defined 










or an idea delivered in a communications medium, such as newspaper and 
television, to an audience which is representative of the market for the 
offering.3 
On the other hand, Leslie E. Gill~explores the concept of 
advertising in a wider scope. To Gill, advertising is the process of 
informing and persuading which is an indispensable accessory to indus- 
trial progress. Advertisin to Gill brings new ideas and inventions 
within the reach of the general public with the least possible delay. 
Advertising i also akin to teaching in that it eeks to influence the 
public by callin attention to his message and by concentration on their 
pre ption on he virtu and adv n of th ndverti ed product 
ion play an important part Gill is aloof h op n n ·h h 
in i ng lJ u 1 c unconciou ly o imila various points about 
4 
name of the product. the product, includin commi in ·o memory h 
Meanwhil , Var r., L ymor defin advertising in a very 
unique and refreshin 5 way. To L yrnor , dv r i ng functions like 
myth as a resolver of pot n al c nf ct It reinforces the accepted 
modes of behaviour by examining all the alternative solutions and then 
proving that the predominating answer is, for that society in given 
circumstances the best one. Advertising works a conservative face, she 
said, not concerned with revolutionizing the existing order of things 
but with preserving it. 
Leymore also added ..... advertising and myth are anxiety- 










of the human condition and then offers a solution to them. They both 
obey the same laws of composition and are structured in the same manner. 
In other words, Leymore wrote, the process of coding and decoding is 
identical. 
Leymore feels that advertising and myth also share some common 
themes. The most significant aspect of their comparison is that both 
obey the same laws of construction and the same rules of order and 
classification. Dynamic advertising has a diachronic as well as a 
synchronic aspect and each is repetitive and may be illustrated in many 
variations. To L~ymore, although advertising structure is simpler than 
that of myth nd lack om of th d 1 o myth, it nonetheles 
functions a a form of myth. "It rn d b wen the abstract and the 
caner t ; ~v 11 n oc al valu , cul ur 1 ymbol and ordinary 
everyday consumption i i 
section of at le t two m j r typ 
a communication proce and an int r- 
of communication : that of sins and 
that of v lue " 6 
Leymore also found th t dv rti ing, like myth has two levels, 
a surface manifestation, and a hidden level which underlies the familiar 
surface representations and endows it with meaning. The second message 
is not immediately apparent and may not be decodable from a single 
viewing. In order to view the underlying strutture, the advertising 
must be worked in a system. This total system may divulge a message 










Having classified the definitions of advertising, we will now 
look at what has been written about advertising from a psychological 
point of view. 
According to Leslie E. Gill 7, the psychology aspect of adver- 
tising involves the study of man's concious and near-concious activities. 
It deals with his mental and emotional reactions to the things he sees, 
feels, tastes, hears and smells. What goes on when he is attracted by 
something he sees and reads in an advertisement or poster? This 
question psychology attempt to answer. It is a subject of immediate 
practical interes.t. to everyone enga ed in publicity. Writing copy for 
for adv r i m n c mpo 
h copywr 
Knowl dg 
nc of applied p ychology. 
r to produc th basic idea 
or th p ychological principles 
an adv rti m nt i , n fact, ·h very 
It is the chief function of 
involves in attracting a en ion, rou ing in re t, and er ting demand 
should enable him to execu hi ide for pictor al display and 
de criptive matter with a gr tr f cili y and succ s. 
Gill further xplain : Adv rt in i the process of making 
known. The successful advertisement brings into activity a chain of 
mental processes which, although occuring simultaneously or in close 
succession in the mind, have to be selected individually for the 
purpose of analysis and investigation. Mental 'processes such as attention, 
perception, memory, recall, imagination, suggestion and the rest rarely 
operate singly. The nature of human experience and conciousness is 








when the mind is in a tranquil, reflective mood. At other times, 
swiftly, turbulently, as when the mind is charged with emotion. It is 
the purpose of successful advertising to stir the stream of conciousness 
so that the potential purchaser responds favourably to the subject of 
the advertisement. Therefore, the designer aims forst at attracting the 
public eye, then at arousing interest in the direction of desire in 
another. Here is where the persuasive skill of the copy-writer comes 
into play. Interest is sustained and can be turned into positive action 
when the individual's feelings, emotions and desires are stimulated; 
and still bett r when al o his intellectual doubts are removed by 
convincin arum nt an a r ali tic n rpr 
established adv r i er 
ton of h fac A old 
dv rt wh n h ir 
know well nou h, p opl r spond r adily to 
r for po ion of h object is rein- 
hat own r hip w 11 bring om feasibl forced by a c rta n convic ion 
benefit. 
Vance Packard8 a red v ry much wilh Gill. According to Packard, 
the possibilities of usin h in i ht of p ychiatry and the social 
sciences are so invitin that no one anywhere can be sure nowadays that 
he is not being worked upon by the depth persuaders. Packard also 
discussed about areas of our hidden aversions and about the way many of 
us are being influenced and manipulated. 
Since this thesis is concerned with television as the media of 
children advertising, we will now see what has been said about television 










Gary A;' Steiner9 concentrated on a 1960 survey to explain the 
popularity of television. The survey covered peoples' television viewing 
habits, their attitudes to the medium in general, their reactions to 
specific types of television programmes, their views about children's 
television watching and attempts to control it and a great deal of infor- 
mation about the characteristics of the interviewers themselves. 
Resulting from that survey, steiner found that the population had a high 
regard for television in general. Television was perceived, then, 
primarily as an entertainment medium, offered to the public for their 
enjoyment and relaxation and embraced by most of them with pleasure and 
apprecia ion. 
Raymond Willi~TI lO d alt w h 1 vi ion a cultural force 
and also analyz d tel v sion a· a p rticular cultural technology and 
looked at its developm n , n t tution, i form and s ff ct 
on its viewers. 
Williams' vi w w th n upp r d and confirmed by James 
11 Halloran. 
Now that we know the role of television in our modern lives, 
the next step is to see what has been written about television adver- 
tisements specifically. 
12 According to S. Watson Dunn , the television with sight plus 
sound plus motion seemed like the answer to an advertising man's 










the first time it was possible to show a product, talk about it, and 
demonstrate it to millions of people at once. It has not turned out to 
be merely a visual development of radio, as many thought. Instead it 
combines some of the features of radio, personal demonstration and the 
movies, and consequently special techniques had to be worked out to use 
it efficiently and effectively. Television grew very fast and blossomed 
overnight into a major advertising medium. 
Feeling much the same way about television advertising are 
13 Gene F. Seehafer and Jack W. Laemman . They wrote about the great change 
that ha taken pl~ce in adv rti ing, sales and marketin as a result of 
the electronic revolution of the pat thirty years and especially the 
past t n. Thy 1 or val don how o er t 1 vi ion and radio 
programme and comm re al , the adv r i ing a ency, national televi ion 
and radio adv rti and oh r thin 
inc our main ubj ct in thi thesi is children, it is then 
necessary to look for ourc which explnin nll about child behaviour 
and development o that we may b abl to understand their behaviour and 
their habits. 
For this, let us look at the theory of Jean Piaget14 which is 
the most widely known theory of cognitive development. Piaget's boldest 
and most controversial claim is that cognitive development proceeds 
through a series of stages, a 'stage' being a period of time in which 










a particular type of underlining mental structure. These invariant 
stages describe changes in how children acquire knowledge about the 
world (genetic epistemology). In the first two years of life, the child 
constructs sensorimotor schemes based on physical action upon the world. 
The schemes become more intentional and more during that time. During 
the preoperational period, approximately ages 2 to 7, the child exploits 
his newly acquired symbolic ability. Despite the limitations of ego- 
centrism, rigid thought, and limited role-taking and communication 
abilities, the child combines symbols into semilogical reasoning. 
During.that time, knowledge is biased. Experience is always filtered 
through the child' curren w y of un rt nding. Th child's mind 
does not take picture of reality. During the concrete operational 
period, rou hly s 7 o 1 , th ch l cquir s logicomathematical 
structur. Now thought i operat on 1 nd con qu ntly more flexible 
and ab tract. Fin lly, u: n th form op ion 1 period, ages 11 
to 15, these operation ar no long r limit d to concrete objects. 
Operations can be performed on op ra ion , v rba propositions, and 
hypothetical condition. 
The above stagelike changes involve changes in the structure 
of thought. Thought becomes increasingly organized, always building 
on the structure of the previous stage. Movem~nt through the stages 
is caused by four factors : physical maturation, experience with 
physical objects, social experience, and equilibration. Experience 










functional invariants help the child adapt to the environment by 
strengthening and stretching his current understanding of the world. 
Piaget views children as active and self-regulating organisms 
that change by means of interacting innate and environmental factors. 
He emphasizes qualitative change, but identifies certain quantitative 
changes as well. The essence of cognitive development is structural 
change. 
Another who attempted to describe children and their behaviours 
is Gene F. Seeh fer 5. He not only did that but also described how one 
can influence and per uade children to do om thin by arou ing their 
emotions, drives, and ideals more than their intellect. According to 
Seehafer, h ff c iv n of influ nc drives from the fact that mos 
children are creature o emo ion , driv sand pride rather than reason. 
Complianc with childr n top u ion is voluntary and based on their 
judgementthatc r a·n b haviour 
the artof persuadin childr n, 
nh nee their well-bein. Also on 
chnf•r wrot 11 about making verbal 
appeals, drama izin , but ring up, elling up, challenging, using 
natural consequences, suggesting requesting, prompting etc. which are 
tactics which are often used in advertising. 
Now that we have seen ~hat has been w~itten about advertising, 
television and children individually, we will see what has been written 
about children in their response to children. 
Cedric Cullingford15 attempted to uncover a few things abou 








of children, and not only into the obvious images of television. 
According to Cullingford, children are capable of intense 
appreciation andthe closest critical scepticality. They can be absorbed 
in a story and learn new information rapidly and efficiently. In every 
programme made by producers for television, there is a lot of "feedback" 
showing just such discrimination and interest they intend to create. 
Children are able to attend to the intended message of the programme. 
Cullin ford also found that the nature of children's response 
is such that thos~ layers of the mind more prone to associate then 
analyse ar impor ant a ho hat r at un d to c rt in ta k 
Althou h the ability or call inform tion d pend upon close attention, 
chang in op nion or t· ud, r ctually inh b ed by the same 
clo eness of at n ion. Mot of what i l arn d from tel vi ion con- 
trasts to th ondition o chool or xp rim nt. 
Cullin ford feel that childr n ne d to mak nse of the 
complex stimuli by simpl"fyin th mm n lly. Children need to make 
sense of television in their own way even more than other experiences 
of perception, for they find it difficult to make distinction between 
memory and the products of their own fantasy, between perceptual images 
and their own imagination. Children learn to adapt; but they learn to 
adapt to what they expect to see more easily then to complex surfaces 
of programmes. The 'hidden' message contained implicity in all that 
they watch is that they should be amused, and that television is dedi- 








difficult to take television as seriously as critics, and difficult to 
attend to in the same way as a lesson in school. 
Cullingford also found that the way in which children respond 
depends more on the amount that they see then on the nature of individual 
programmes. The distinctions between programmes and advertisements are 
not perceived as bein essentially sigificant, even though their inten- 
tions could be hardly more different. 
Children show consistent expectations of television. Their 
tastes ar akin to those of adults, with a pervasive desire for enter- 
tainment tha fulfil familiar norm Tl1 y tho show that 
make demands on them, ev n 'f hav·n en on h y afterwards recoll ct 
't mor comp y. In d, her favouri pro rarnm to which they 
show strong loyalty and o which thy look forward, leav l'ttle 
impression b hind. Childr n n ith r m mb r what they have seen of a 
familiar ri ual nor do they wi h to rem mb r. Cullin ford al o found 
that the more children w tch, the 1 thy manag to recall or inter- 
pret. Their v ry tyles of vi win show a laconic indifference to what 
is offered that makes television seem like a consistent background to 
other events. The part that advertising plays in their lives is a 
minor if pervasive one; fitting into other events, knowing its place 
and rarely of such high salience that children approach it with amed 
anticipation. On the contrary, children do not expect much from 











Television becomes for children propaganda for itself, 
Cullingford wrote, for case of entertainment, for the fulfilment of the 
same expectations in a variety of different ways. For from analysing 
the meaning of the plot, or the significance of the information, children 
respond tothe repeated images that they associate with the world of 
television. 
Children obviously know the difference between the real and 
the fantastic, added Cullin ford,but their view of television makes 
this distinction insignificant in their eyes. They are accustomed to 
being entertain d, and actually 1 arn to resent the demands made in 
documentarie that contain thruths they deem irrelevant to them. The 
important po n th t th mor s net on betw nth real and the 
fanta tic r brok n down in nt rtainment, the more of a contra t there 
is between the actually r al nnd th fanta tic in normal circum t nee. 
The fantasy world of ent rtainment, by absorbing the real, contrasts the 
move with the world of work, with it re pon ibilitie and its demands. 
The sophistication tha childr n 1 rn i that of being able to ignore 
the stimulation offered. The indifference to demands is subtly encouraged. 
The distinction between work and play is ironically maintained through 
the audience's response to a medium which ostensibly attempts to service 
both. 
According to Cullingford, underlying all the responses is the 
fac that, as in state-dependent learning, children learn to associate 









programmes as well as their own expectations. The amount of information 
presented, both aural and visual, demands a selective attention which 
children employ not in terms of plot or ratiocination but in terms of 
associations. Thus the constant state of half-hearted attention is 
more important than the distinctions between programmes children can 
make what they wish outof any programme they see. 
We will now see one of the very limited sources which combined 
and related television advertising with children. 
For this we refer again to Cedric Cullingford17 who found that 
televi ion adv rti in i nd d popular w th children. Nearly all 
children were consi t nt and v n x Lai ; i g their liking for 
adverti am n Ev n amen "' ho who did no· xpre s uch trong 
pleasure, the bility to xplain, di cu or recite from them wa 
undiminished. Th r wa at nd ncy nmon t om of th younger boys to 
suggest with f 1 bravado that 'thy w r a load of rubbish', but with 
the vent majority, while n v r cit n adv rti emcnts as their favourite 
programmes, nevertheless cle rly appreciated them as part of the enter- 
tainment offered by television. Most children felt that advertisements 
were short programmes in their own right, and the better for being 
repeated. 
Children's reasons for liking advertisements underlined the 
pragmatism with which they were seeking to be entertained. A very high 
proportion of the children saw in an advertisement something that was 










incident. In nearly all children's favourite advertisements the product 
advertised is not as important as the style of the presentation. 
Children's liking for advertisements for their own sake bears an ambiguous 
relationship to children's knowledge of which products are being adver- 
tised. 
To Cullingford, the four main reasons children give for liking 
certain advertisements are the personalities, the gimmicks, the humour 
and the songs. While some cited commercials for pragmatic reasons. Such 
as likin the end product mot enjoyed the visual techniques, the cartoon 
charact rs and th ens of wa chin a. hort int r tin , famil'ar and 
repeated pro ramme, that would not be fatal to miss. Commercials with 
hi hly ali n f ture ma ntain childr n' in re t what v r the 
product. Howev r, althou h childr n lik d comm rcial for their own 
sake, they wer alma t c ran to kn w th br nd name. Children's 
knowledge of brand nam , accordin to Cullingford, i extenstive, just 
as their preference for specific advcrti em nt clear. 
Cullingford al o found that whil children value the advertise- 
ments as entertainment, they are quite clear that advertisements are 
advertisements. They vary their attention within programmes and are 
clear about the progeny and purpose of commercials. Children are 
similarly clear about placingthe advertisements within and between 
programmes. The awareness of advertising as a game reveals a growing 
ability amongst children to accept the terms in which the commercials 
work. They might be influenced to buy certain products, but they know 










However, said Cullingford, the fact that advertisements are not 
absorbed with naive credulity does not mean that they are not remembered. 
Children remember advertisements better as they get older, especially if 
the advertisements are often repeated. 
According to Cullingford, children, when they put their minds 
to it are perfectly aware of how commercials work. But they do not 
wish to be reminded of this; those advertisements which are obvious are 
the most disliked. Commercials are to children a natural part of 
television, not to be ou ht out but to be accepted. Unlike some parts 
of televi ion thy are clearly remembered. 
Now that w hav en th variou opin ons of writ r and 
re arch r on ·h cone pt r dv r ing, childr n, el vision and 
also on their rel tion w h ch oth r, w ill now e what has been 
aid about h ff ct of 1 vi on adv ng on children. 
Together, Richard P. Adler, G rald S. Les r, Laurene Krasny 
Meringolf, Thomas . Robertson, John n. Ro 'tr and Scott Ward18 gave 
a very detailed account of all the various effects of advertising on 
children. They listed down all the possible outcomes of advertising, 
dividing them into two groups: the intended effects of advertising, 
and the unintended effects of advertising. 
Among the effects that they considered to be the effects 
intended by the advertisers on children are: attention to and recall 










trial and repeat purchases or products or purchase requests to parents. 
Unintended effects, on the other hand are effects that the 
advertising do to set out to bring but which bring more harm than good 
to the children, Adler et. al further divided the unintended effects 
into 3 groups: short-range, mid-range and long range. 
Among the short-range effects are: confusion between program 
and commercial materials, failure to understand selling intent of 
advertisement; failure to comprehend product attributes or disclaimers; 
incorrect assessment of product performance or of satisfaction provided 
by produc and, ncoura ment of un af b haviour through invitation. 
In r ard of h po ibl mid-r n effects, most of the 
questions concern th influence of adv rtising children's development 
of consumer skill , her formation of attitudin 1 nd behaviour 
patterns in dru and food u ag, and their development of broader social 
attitudes. 
Meanwhile, amon the long-ran e effects are: encouragement or 
reinforcement of unhealthy or hazardous behaviour, encouragement or 
reinforcement of social values, and development of consumer skills. 
Another of the many writers who wrote·about the effects of 
19 advertising is Ron Goular.t . Goulant is different from Adler et. al 
in that he focuses more or the negative effects of advertising on 









because they are under attack and the attack has both physical and 
pscyhological effects on the children. The attack he meant is the attack 
by advertisers who only cared about publicity and not caring that they 
are cheating the children. Goulart then continued by giving chapters and 
chapters of instances where children are being 'assulted' by the unscrupu- 
lous manipulation of advertisers. 
On the other hand, there are some writers who disagreed with 
Ron Goulant for only considering the negative effects of advertising 
without looking at the virtues and necessity of advertising in our changing 
world today. 
One such writer i W. Duncan R ekie20. He felt that one cannot 
cond mn adv r i ng to b n b d t st b cau f one does that, then one 
has to condemn m ny other thing in ociety which may also be in bad 
taste as off n m n difr r nt ·hin to diff rent people. Given 
this, it is unre on bl to exp ct that advertisements will never contain 
material which somebody, somewher, will jud to b in bad taste. 
Reekie also feels that one should not blame advertising for 
being untruthful because the untruthfulness lies with the advertiser, 
not with advertising. One should not condemn advertising for appealing 
to the emotions by using eloquent phraseology, catchy music and as 
undesirable aspects of society as these are not undesirable aspects of 
society. 
One should also not say that advertising make people buy what 










which people do not need. People's wants, both material and emotional, 
run far ahead of their basic needs for survival. Furthermore, although 
advertisements influence consumers, if a product proves unsatisfactory 
it will not be purchased again. Advertising can only sell goods which at 
least approach what the consumer 'really wants'. 
In reply to the criticism that advertising encourages 'branding', 
Reekie says that some loyalty to brand names may be the result of 
genuine consumer preference. Furthermore, a brand makes a product iden- 
tifiable so that it can be avoided if unsatisfactory. 
Re ki also f ls that adverti ing can be advantageous to people 
who wishes to obtain cov r nth n tonal medi expressing and 
ar uin th ir r 1 n bou c r in public i sue. In other words, 
advertisng may aid in achieving freedom of speech. 
We see h re th t the subject of advertising is a very contro- 
versial and complex subject. Wear left with ab question mark as to 
what kind of effects do tel v ion dv rtisement have on children, 
which is what we will try to find out in this thesis concerning the 
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THE INFLUENTIAL ADVERTISEMENTS 
In this chapter, we will analyze the answers given by the res- 
pondents to the questionnaires, and from there try to see which are the 
influential/non-influential advertisements and the reasons for their 
success/failure. 
Influence of advertisements on children was defined earlier as 
the ability to make them remember the advertisements, the ability to 
make them have a wi h to po the items adv rtised, and even more so, 
the ability to actually make them buy the items advertised. 
Th r for , "inf u nt l" h r r f r to any advertisements which 
is successful in doin one or all of tho e thing mentioned abov. In 
fact, one thing 1 d to anoth r. An adverti ement which is attractive 
will be remembered and probably lead to sale of the items advertised 
later, though we must k ep in mind that this is not necessarily so. 
Since the influence of advertisements is consequential, we will 
in this thesis hereafter refer to the stages as below: 
Remembering advertisements Influence Stage 1 
Favouring advertisements Influence Stage 2 
Wish to "buy" items advertised Influence Stage 3 









It should be understood that each later stage is depicting a more 
influential advertisement with stage 4 being the ultimate target of every 
advertisement. We should also clarify here that the word "buy" refers 
not only to the physical purchase of tangible goods but also to the 
untangible such as ideas, policies, etc. 
Keeping the definition of "influential" in mind then, we will 
now see which are the influential advertisements by going through each 
stage thoroughly. 
To find out which are the television advertisements in Malaysia 
t~at are at Influ nee Sta e 1 with the children in Petaling Jaya, the 
children were quest oned a o which advertisements they could remember 
and were iv n 1 ave to wri m ny adverti ement a they could 
remember. In the analy is, th 11 t provided by the respondents were 
then categorized into typ s of it m /good and the result of the analysis 
is as below: 
Types of advertisements 
Advertisements remembered 
Number % 
Snacks 51 8.9 
Fast Food 74 12.9 
Nutritious Food 78 13.6 . 
Detergent 42 7.3 
Clothes 36 6.3 
Toys 2 0.4 
Cigarette 163 28.5 
Others 127 22.1 
Total 573 100.0 










We find here that the most remembered advertisements are the 
advertisements with cigarette names on them (28.5%). This is most 
interesting and surprising considering that cigarette advertisements are 
banned from appearing on the television screen by the Malaysian Govern- 
ment. Obviously, then, this ban does not bring the desired effect 
because through the interview, we found that the children are already 
familiar with the advertisements with the cigarette names, although the 
advertisements actually publicise clothes, tours, holidays, etc. 
Note that more cigarette advertisements (we will call them so 
from now onwards) are rememb red even compared to th ones that come 
under the column "others" ( 22 .1. 70) which include miscellaneous items 
such as in c 'cide, pint, in ur nc , bankin , shopping centres, etc. 
Nutritious food adv rtisem nt come n xt in ffect veness coming to 
about 13.6% with Fat Food dv rti m nt com n imm diately after 
(;2.9%) and snack adverti ement (8.9%). 
Ommitin the cat ory "other" b cau e there are simply too 
many things that comes und 1· it, we ee that the most significant 
advertisements that fall under influence stage 1 and cigarettes, nutri- 
tious food, fast-food and snack advertisements. 
After having seen which are the more remembered advertisements 
compared to the other advertisements, we now pause to consider the 










One possiblity could be that the items advertised or the 
advertisements themselves are more relevant to the children's interest. 
In checking this, let us refer again to Table 2.1. We find that the most 
remembered advertisements are the cigarette advertisements. In this 
case, we find that the advertisements with their animals, their high 
technology animation and their elements of fun and adventure are indeed 
what make the advertisements more remembered by children because most 
children love all these. In the case of nutritious food, fast food and 
snack advertisements, we can savely conclude that both the items 
advertised and the advertisements are more relevant to the children's 
interest compared to advertisements of detergent, clothes and others, 
which most children do not take an intere tin. 
We must also not forget the po sibility that these advertise- 
ments are more remembered because mer of the dv rti ements appear on 
television per day compared to the others. To ascertain or deny this, 
let us look at the frequency of time all th se adv rtisements appear 










Types of Advertisements Advertisements appearing 
Number % 
Snacks 15 19.0 
Fast Food 9 11. 4 
Nutritious Food 13 16.5 
Detergent 6 7.6 
Clothes 3 3.8 
Toys 2 2.5 
Cigarette 14 17. 7 
Others 13 16.5 
Total: 79 100.0 
Table 2.2: Advertisements appearing on television on 
a normal w k-day 
We find that it i ind ed po sible that the children remember 
the cigarette, nutritious food, fast food and the snacks advertisements 
more because they see more of them on television per day compared to 
the other advertisements. In other words, the children remember these 
advertisements more because they are repeated more than the others. 
Therefore we see that not only do children remember advertise- 









better advertisements which are repeatedly aired for their viewing. 
Another possibility why these advertisements are more remembered 
is because they are liked or favoured by the children, thus making them 
almost unforgetable to the children. 
This matter of liking and favouring advertisements brings us 
to Influence Stage 2 where we will now analyze which are the favoured 
advertisements and whether there is any connection between Influence 
Stage 1 and Influence Stage 2. 
For this, the re pendent were a ked in th qu stionnaire to 
name two of their favourite advertisements. The results are as in Table 
2.3. 
R spondent favouring the advertisements 
Types of advertisements 
Number % 
Snacks l 0.9 
Fast Food 15 16.7 
Nutritious Food 10 9.0 
Detergent 1 0.9 
Clothes 1 0.9 
Toys 0 0.0 . 
Cigarettes 48 53.3 
Others 6 6.7 
Don't know 8 11. 4 
Total: 90 100.0 









That means that cigarette and fast-food advertisements fall 
under the Influence Stage 2. Checking and comparing it to Influence 
Stage 1, we see that there is a vast similarity in the advertisements 
remembered and the advertisements favoured. Advertisements like 
cigarette advertisements and fast food advertisements are not only 
remembered but also liked. Therefore they have succeeded so far in 
achieving two stages. 
Now that we know which are the favoured advertisements, there 
is a need to satisfy the curiosity as to why these advertisements are so 
favoured compared to the oth r advertis ment For this, the children 
we questioned as to why they favoured the advertisements that they named 
above. Th answ r cam a 'n T bl 2.4. 
Ra on for r vourin 
advertisements 
R pond nt 
% Number 
- Interestin , attractiv, 
nice, cute advertis ment 
- Quality/good oods 
- Like the goods 
















Total 90 100.0 
Table 2.4 Respondents' rea 










Take note that 57.8% of the children like the advertisements 
of their choice because the advertisements were attractive and interes- 
ting. Another 11.1% like their favourite advertisements because they 
were attracted to the characters or the actors in the advertisements and 
another 11.1% yet did now know why they liked those advertisements. 
Some 7.8% said that they like the advertisements because of a variety of 
other reasons such as "the music is nice", "my friend is acting in the 
advertisements", "the clothes are nice", "there are cartoons in the 
advertisements", etc. Only 12.2% of the children managed to see beyond 
the advertisements and state that they like their favourite advertise- 
ments becau e thee advert ments show quality goods and goods that 
they like. 
Ther fore, we can af ly y hr that th advertisements 
which would mot lik ly b influ nt al ·o th children in Petaling Jaya 
are attractive and interestin advertis ments which have nice music and 
beautiful people in them, and also which are con tantly and often 
repeated. 
To countercheck this, let us perhaps look at the more unpopu- 
lar advertisements and see if these advertisements are similarly disliked 
because of the absence of the above elements in them. 
For this, the respondents were asked again to name two of 










Respondents who disliked 
Types of advertisements the advertisements 
Number % 
Snacks 14 14.4 
Fast food 2 2.2 
Nutritious Food 8 8.9 
Detergent 13 15.6 
Clothes 8 8.9 
Toys 0 0.0 
Ci arettes 3 3.3 
Other 19 21.1 
Don't know 23 25.6 
Total : 90 100.0 
Table 2.5 Advertisements unfavoured by respondents 
Notice that the least liked, or rather, the most disliked 
advertisements were the snacks and the detergent advertisements which 
are really irrelevant to the interests of the children. 
When the respondents were asked as to why they disliked the 











Reasons for Dislike 
Number % 
- Boring 0 22 24.4 
- Stupid/ridiculous 12 13.1 
- Do not like the 
characters in 
advertisements 7 7.8 
- Other reasons 13 14.7 
- Don't know 30 33.3 
Total 90 100.0 
Tabl 2.6 R pond 
adv rti 
on for unfavouring 
We see here that many of them did not know why they disliked 
the advertisements (33.3%). Some who knew (24.4%) said it was because 
the advertisements were borin while some (13.1%) felt that the 
respondents felt that the advertisements were stupid and ridiculous. 
Here also, we find that there are children who did not like the advertise- 
ments because they did not like the characters in the advertisements. 
From the results of the comparison, we see that the attrac- 
tiveness of advertisements is indeed a very essential element in success- 
ful advertisements. Just as 57.8% of the respondents liked their 
advertisements because they were interestin , likewise 24.4% of the 
same total of respondents disliked other adverti men b cau e h y 









To understand this fully, it is perhaps necessary to first 
see the advertisements that are considered interesting and those which 
are considered boring. For this purpose, we will take one example from 
each category and compare them. 
For an example of what is considered an interesting adverti- 
sement, let us take the cigarette advertisements. We shall focus on the 
particularly popular series.of advertisements of one brand of cigarette, 
i.e. Benson and Hedges. 
This series consist of beautifully illustrated advertise- 
ments of the Ben on and Hed e Gold Centre. The advertisements have 
been done o ima inatively, m kin the tern in old come alive to the 
music and rythm of th Ben on and H d hema son . Nothing seems to 
be amiss in the advertis men Everything eem to be perfect. 
and 3). 









Fi ure 2 "Ben on and Hed "adv rti em nt 










This series of advertisements is vivid enough to enchant the 
children, bringing them to a different world where everything is gold 
and magical. These advertisements seem to be their dream come true. 
That is the specialty of these "Benson and Hedges" advertisements. So 
much so that the children's comments on this series of advertisements 
are "classy", "imaginative", "interesting", "unique", "wow!", etc. 
So there is an example of an interesting advertisement. It 
entertains, fulfils dreams, enchants while promoting its product at the 
same time. 
Other cigarette advertisements are almost equally as interes- 
ting to the children because they show holiday spots, fun-filled games, 
beautiful people, and lots of adventure which are all appealing to 
children. 
On the other hand, l tu t ke th detergent advertisements 
to represent the advertisements consider d 'boring' in the children's 
opinions. 
For this, we shall focus on one detergent advertisement, i.e. 
"Fab". Here is how the advertisement goes: 
We first see a new washing machine being installed in Mrs. 
Wong's house. A nosy neighbour comes to share the happy moment. 
Mrs. Wong then asks the technician what powder she should use for her 
new washing machine. He recommends to her "Fab" unhesitatingly, which 









The nosy neighbour then explains how the "Fab" detergent works to clean 
more effectively than other detergents. Mrs. Wong agrees with both of 
them and the nosy neighbour says, "Ha! Got any more tougher stains?" 
and the technician continues, "with Fab, you will have no problem". The 
advertisement ends with all three of them laughing. 
To the children, that is an example of a boring advertisement. 
Notice there are no elements of fantasy, fun, adventure, etc., as there 
are in the cigarette advertisements. Everything is so mundane and so 
down-to-earth. This kind of advertisements doe not appeal to children, 
in other words "bor ..... ing". 
The other detergent advertisements have almost the same theme 
as th "Fab" adv rt ment : dirty laundry - new detergent recommended - 
try it - very effective - adopt new detergent. All this bores the 
'youn ' audience who u ually h ve nothing to do with dirty laundry, and 
who do not find doin laundry the most interesting of chores. 
Another thing that w discovered here is that most children 
do not know why they react in certain ways to various advertisements. 
Here, 33.3% of the respondents did not even know why they disliked the 
advertisements just as 11.1% of the same respondents did not know why 
they favoured other advertisements. So here we can deduct another 
element which can perhaps be essential in planning a successful adver- 









the attractiveness and advantages of owning the good advertised to the 
subconcious minds of the children. In other words, the ability to make 
the children be attracted to the advertisements not only conciously but 
unconciously as well. 
For clarity and deeper understanding, let us look at the 
advertisements which the children considered to be their favourite 
advertisements but could not pin-point the reason for their liking. 





Snacks 2 2.2 
Nutritious Food 3 3.3 
Cigarette 2 2.2 
Others 3 3.3 
Total : 10 11.0 
Table 2.7 Advertisements which are favoured 
for unknown reasons 
Now that we know which advertisements are the ones that have 
managed to get the attention and favour of the respondents without them 










To do this, we will take for example the nutritious food 
advertisements. Here we pick the most popular one, i.e. "Dutch Lady" 
advertisement. 
In the Dutch Lady advertisement, we see two boys talking about 
the milk while drinking it with lots of gusto and enthusiasm. 
Figure 4: "Dutch Lady" advertisement 
The dialogue: 
Boy A: Mummy said Dutch Lady Milk is good for me. It has got lots of 
protein and nutrition tomake the body strong and healthy. 
Boy B: Dutch Lady Milk also makes my bones and my teeth strong. 
Boy A: Moreover, the taste of Dutch Lady Milk is ... mmm ... very 









Besides the dialogue.the narrator explains about how the milk 
can be prepared. 
On the surface the advertisement may seem quite ordinary but 
as we found out from the respondents, this advertisement appeals to them 
although they do not know why. So what is it about this advertisement 
that appeals to the subconcious minds of the respondents? Let us look 
at the advertisement carefully. 
Starting from the beginning we see two very cute and adorable 
boys. This could be one of the reasons for the popularity of this 
advertisement. The youn er boys look at these two boys in television 
as their peers while the older boys look at them as a memory of their 
youthfu days. It is a pl a ant appeal, especially con idering that the 
boys are cute in action and in their childish manner of speech. 
Also, because the character are young, as the respondents 
are, the respondents are able to relate to them better than if the 
character used is an old lady talking about 'Dutch Lady' milk. 
Another possible appeal of this advertisement is that it has 
not much direct sales-talk. The whole scene seems to be perfectly 
natural - two boys talking about their milk. That is definitely more 
appealing, surely, than having a businessma~ looking at you in the eye 










Moreover, the boys' expression and gusto while drinking their 
milk makes the milk seem so delivious and so tempting. This sort of 
thing appeals to the respondents because they have got a lot of zest for 
life and everything that it has got to offer - the food, the sunshine, 
the fresh air, the fun, etc. 
Therefore we see that for an advertisement to appeal to the 
respondent, children, either in a concious or unconcious way, these 
elements must be present: 
1) pleasant characters/actors 
2) relation to the audience 
3) natural conveyance of message - no direct sales-talk 
4) lots of life in the advertisement 
Now that we know what it is that makes an advertisement liked, 
either conciously or unconciously, let us then look at the advertisements 
which are considered unpopular so that we will be able to compare and 
see whether the absence of those elements mentioned above is what makes 
the advertisements unsuccessful in influencing the unconcious minds of 
the respondents. 















Snacks 5 5.6 
Fast Food 5 5.6 
Nutritious Food 5 5.6 
Clothes 5 5.6 
Others 10 11.1 
Total : 30 33.5 
Table 2.8 Advertisements which are disliked for 
unknown reasons 
Now let us look at the reason why and how these advertisements 
fail to influence the r spondent ' minds ubconciou ly. To do this, we 
will take an advertisement under the column 'others' i.e. "Nippon 
Weather Shield", a brand of emul ion paint. 
The "Nippon" advertisement consists mainly of sales-talk and 
exhibition of a 'Nippon' painted house. The actor talks to the audience 
and tells of the qualities of this particular brand of paint, while 
demonstrating how lasting the 'Nippon' paint is compared to other 
brands of paint. At the end of the advertisement, we see the house 











Now that we have seen an example of an advertisement in this 
category, let us compare it to 'the Dutch Lady advertisement and see if 
it has the elements necessary for popular advertisement. We shall go 
from one element to another: 
1) pleasant characters - The nippon definitely does not 
have this, since it only has one actor - salesman trying 
to sell the product. This does not appeal to the children 
at all. 
2) relation to the audience - It is no wonder that the Nippon 
advertisement do not pp al to children. It does not 
have any relation or relevance to the interests of the 
childr n. Children cannot identify themselves to anything 
in the advertis ment. 
3) natural conveyance - There definitely is nothing natural 
about this dvertis ment. Ev rything is so businesslike 
and crisp. 
4) lots of life in the advertisement - Needless to say, 
there is nothing lively in this advertisement. There is 
only a serious salesman talking about serious business 
and then facing the storm and rain. There is no sense 










So there, we have seen what makes for the popularity or 
unpopularity of advertisements, (either conciously or unconciously) among 
the young audience. 
To explain why the respondents were not able to point out the 
reasons for their liking or dislike for certain advertisements, we 
account it to their young age and also to their indifference. It is 
quite natural for young people not to think deeply into why they feel 
certain things. They only know whether they like or dislike certain 
things and let their· thoughts stop there. That is why many of our 
respondents could not pin-point their reasons for their feelings towards 
the advertisements, which is also why advertisers who want to succeed in 
gettin the youn audi nce's attention should include in their advertise- 
ment the elements that w hav just di cussed, which will definitely 
appeal to the youn audience, either conciously or unconciously. 
From the comparison between the popular and unpopular 
advertisements, we also find that the two group share one thing in 
common in their attempt to influenc the children : both groups have 
managed to make the children forget that the main thing in the advertise- 
ment is the goods advertised and that the objective of advertisement is 
to promote the sale of goods. For proof, we see that only 10% of the 
children realised that they liked certain advertisements because of the 
goods advertised while only 6.67% of the same group of children 
realised that they disliked some other advertisements because they dis- 









Therefore, we can safely assume here that children watch 
advertisements not for the information of goods available in the market 
but for the enjoyment of watching the advertisements. As a result they 
evaluate their liking or dislike for a certain advertisement based on 
the attractiveness of the advertisement or whether the advertisement is 
interesting rather than on the quality of the goods themselves. 
It is therefore clear here that among the essential elements 
of successful advertisements are that the advertisements are relevant to 
the interests of the audience, that they are attractive and interesting, 
that the advertisements can communicate to the concious as well as to the 
subconcious minds of their audience, that the advertisements use beauti- 
ful music and people in their advertisements that they can make their 
audience forget that they are actually advertising and that they are 
repeated often. 
Up to this level, we have seen all that it takes to make the 
audience remember and like advert'sements. Now we will see as to how 
really influential and effective these advertisements are. Are the 
remembered and favoured advertisements likely to arouse enough curiosity 
in the children to make them have a wish to buy the goods advertised? 
This brings us to the Influence Stage 3, that is the wish to 
buy the goods advertised. To ascertain this, we have questioned the 















- Yes, because I like the 
advertisement 43 47.8 
- Yes, because I need the 
goods advertised 13 14.4 
- Yes, because my friend has 
the goods advertised 2 2.2 
- No 32 35.6 
Total : 90 lOCJ.O 
Table 2.9 Would r spondents buy the goods in their 
favourite advertisements? 
What we find here is that 64.4 % of the respondents who liked 
the advertisements are willing to buy the goods for a variety of reasons. 
This means that the advertisements have reached the Influence Stage 3. 
However, there are some of the respondents who although like 
the advertisements are unwilling to buy the goods. Likewise, we must 
also remember that there is a possibility that there are some respondents 
who although do not like the goods advertised are willing to buy the 
goods because they might need them. For example, nutritious food, 










advertisements need not necessarily reach Influence Stage 3 and unfavoured 
advertisements need not necessarily fail to reach Influence Stage 3. 
In comparison, however, it is quite clear that there is quite 
a great likelihood that the favoured ads will bring sale to the adver- 
tised. 
Coming to the matter of sale, we are now concerned with the 
Influence Stage 4, that is, the actual buying of the goods advertised, 
which is the ultimate aim of advertising in the first place. 
So far in this chapter, we have seen which are the advertise- 
ments which have succeeded in bring remembered, favoured ar.d which have 
sparked off a wish in the respondents to buy the goods advertised, and 
the r ason for thi ucce We have also seen the advertisements which 
have failed in these aspects and why. 
It would be wise to now turn our attention to the ultimate 
Stage, that is, the Influence Stage 4. What determines whether this 
stage is achieved or not lies heavily on the respondents themselves - 
their affordability, restrictions from their parents, their age, etc., 











DETERMINANTS OF ADVERTISEMENTS' 
INFLUENCE ON CHILDREN 
We have explored in Chapter 3 the Malaysian television 
advertisements, their influence on our sample of children in Petaling 
Jaya, and the elements of success and failure in some of them. Based 
on the analysis of our data, we have also made certain assumptions as 
to what are the essential elements of successful advertisements. 
In so far, we have only looked at the influence of the 
advertisements in consideration of the advertisements themselves. In 
thi ch pter, w will xplore the other side of the story. That is, 
we will now consider how per on 1 background factors determine the 
influence that television adverti ement have on children. 
Among the important variables here are age and family income 
of the children. In this chapter, we will see how, if indeed, these 
variables determine the influence of advertisements on children in 
Petaling Jaya. 
Here, we will again use the four stages of influence as in 
Chapter 3 to explore the relation between age and family income variables 










Ininfluen~e stage 1, that is, the stage of remembering adver- 
tisements, we will see if age and family income differences between the 
respondents affect their ability to remember and to register advertise- 
ments that they see into their minds. 
We will first look at the role of the age variable. Respon- 
dents from all 3 age groups were questioned and asked to name the 
advertisements that they could remember. The number of advertisements 
that each age group stated are as in Table 3.1. 





Table 3.1 Age v riable against number of 
advertisements remembered 
We see here that the younger the children are, the less are 
the advertisements that they can name compared to the elder children. 
There could be a few reasons for this. 
Firstly, we would think that children's ability to remember 










1 is relevant to Piaget's theory that a child's cognitive development 
(i.e. age related changes that occur in mental activities such as 
attending, perceiving, learning, thingking and remembering) is inter- 
trelated with physical growth, maturation and, social and persoanlity 
1 development 
We must also take into consideration that it is possible that 
the younger children cannot remember as many advertisements as their 
older counterparts because they see less television per day due to the 
restrictions from parents. To confirm/reject the assumption that 
restrictions from parents regarding television is tight on the younger 
children and more lax when the children grow older, all 90 respondents 
were qu stion : "Do your parents restrict you from watching television?" 
The answers can be found in Table 3.2. 
Respondents' Any parents' restrictions? Total 
Age group Yes (%) No (%) Sometimes (%) (%) 
5-6 yrs 36.7 53.3 10.0 100.0 
12-13 yrs 56.7 6.6 76.7 100.0 
18-19 yrs 10.0 50.0 40.0 100.0 
Table 3.2 Age variable against parents' restrictions 










We see that we have now confirmed that the younger the children are, the 
more are the restrictions placed on them regarding watching television. 
It is now necessary to see how far does this restriction go 
and how exactly is the nature of children's television watching habits - 
How long do they actually spend in front of the television per day? 
(Table 3. 3) . 
Hours of television viewing 
Respondents per day Total 
Age Group (%) 
< l hour 1-3 hours > 3 hours 
5-6 yrs 26.7 60.0 13.3 100.0 
12-13 yrs 6.7 80.0 13.3 100.0 
18-19 yrs 10.0 60.0 30.0 100.0 
Table 3.3 Age variable against hours of television 
viewing per day 
We see that the younger children do not watch as much tele- 
vision as the older children and as such they are exposed to less 
advertisements, which could be another explanation why they can remember 
less number of advertisements. 
Another explanation yet could be that the younger the children 
are, the less they remember because there are less things that are 










simple and naive individuals with very simple needs and demands if 
compared to older beings. To explain this, it would be wise if we 
looked at the pattern of the advertisements that our respondents named 
as the remembered advertisements. (Table 3.4). 
Remembered advertisements 
Respondents Snacks Fast- Nutri- Detergent Clothes Toys Ciga- Others 
Total 
Age Group (%) Food tious (%) (%) (%) rettes (%) 
(%) 
(%) (%) (%) 
5-6 yrs 10.3 38.9 17.5 12.7 4.0 l. 6 12.0 3.2 100 
12-13 yrs 9,5 6.6 21. 3 9.0 6.6 0 22.3 24.6 100 
18-19 yrs 7.6 4.7 4.7 3.0 7.2 0 42.8 30.1 100 
Table 3.4 A e variable a ainst advertisements remembered 
It is interesting to note that it is indeed true that the most popular 
and most remembered advertisemenls among the younger children (5-6 year 
olds) seems to be advertisements of goods that are closer to their needs 
and wants such as Fast Food Advertisements, Snack Advertisements, and 
Toy Advertisements. To the teenagers (12-13 years old), the most 
popular advertisements are advertisements on food, which is natural, 
considering that they are growing up and are facing that "always hungry" 
stage. They are also interested in cigarette advertisements, presumably 
because they are also in the stage where they are ever curious to try 









up. They share this interest in cigarette advertisements with their 
older counterparts (18-19 years old) who also remember many various 
cigarette advertisements besides their interest in clothes advertisements, 
owing perhaps to their need to prepare an impressive and manly image for 
the world that they are about to face. 
It is now obvious that the respondents remembered most 
advertisements of items that are closer to their needs and wants. At 
this point it would perhaps be suitable to recall what was said about 
Selective Perception: 
"Learning and motivational variables such as novelty, 
interests, curiosity and emotional involvement 
determine att ntion in different ways, depending 
on the individual person.112 
"The main characteristic of attention is Selection. 
The or-Len ted response selects the ensory input 
from the myriad environmental stimuli impinging on 
the organism. Attention seems to perform a further 
selection of the input thus received. It selects, 
as it were, from the stimuli impinging on the 











Now that we have seen how the age factor plays a role in 
determining whether a certain advertisement is to reach the Influence 
Stage 1, in this section we will see how family income factor influences 
the susceptibility of respondents to advertisements. 
Before we begin ·analysis, it is necessary to explain here 
that a person's income in Malaysia depends largely on his/her standard 
of education. The higher educated a person is, the more financially 
secured he is. For proof of this, look at the information given by the 
respondents regarding their parents'/guardians/ income and standard of 
education. (Table 3.5). 
Respondents' L vel of Respondents' Education 
Total Family 
{%) Income Never Until Form 3 Form 3 Universities 
(%) (%) and above and others 
(%) (%) 
< $1500 20 40 LiO 0 100 
$1500-$3000 3.3 13.3 53.3 30 100 
> $3000 6.7 3.3 36.7 53.3 100 
Table 3.5 Income variable against respondents level of education 
It would be wise for us to keep this information in mind as it might 
later help us to understand certain things about the influence of adver- 










To check if the income variable plays a role in determining 
the achievement of Influence Stage l by the relevant advertisements, we 
refer again to the answers given earlier by the respondents about the 
advertisements that they can remember, only this time, we will look at 
it from the view of family income. The number of advertisements that 
each income group stated are as follows. (Table 3.6) 
Respondents' Total Advertisements Stated 
Family Income 
Number % 
< $1500 178 30.5 
$1500 - $3000 200 34.3 
> $3000 205 35.2 
Total 583 100.0 
Table 3.6 Income variable against total 
advertisements stated 
From the list above, it would seem that the children from 
more financially secured families tend to remember more advertisements 
than children from less wealthy families. We see that there is more 
difference between the low income (< $1500) group and the middle class 
($1500 - $3000) group compared to the difference between the middle 
class and the wealthy(> $3000). We will now try to find logical and 
realistic explanations for this difference so that we will be able to 
see the role of the family income factor in determining the achievement 










Since there is very little difference in the total of adver- 
tisements remembered among the three income groups, it would be difficult 
to explain the direct effect of income towards Influence Stage 1. There- 
fore, we shall take into consideration the indirect implications and 
qualities that come with respective income groups which will in turn 
affect the advertisements' achievement of Influence Stage 1. 
One of ·the indirect implications or qualities that come with 
as income group that we are talking about here is exposure of children 
from various families to television. 
Let us look at pattern of hours of television w&tching as 
opposed to family income (Table 3.7). 
Respondents' Hours of television watching per day Total 
Family (%) 
Income < l hour 1-3 hours > 3 hours 
< $1500 26.7% 70% 3.3% 100 
$1500 - $3000 6.7% 76.7% 16.7% 100 
> $3000 10.0% 53.3% 36.7% 100 
Table 3.7 Income variable against hours of television watching 
per day 
We find that the children from the low income group are less 
exposed to television if compared to the children from middle class group 









The reason for this difference in exposure among the income 
groups is probably due to the fact that children from the lower income 
groups are burdened with more responsibility to help their parents with 
chores and businesses as compared to their wealthier counterparts, and 
thus having less time to watch television. As far as our respondents 
are concerned, we found this condition to be true from the conversation 
with them. 
Therefore, it would not be wrong to deduce that one of the 
reasons why children from lower income families remember less advertise- 
ments is because they are less exposed to television, and thus, less 
exposed to television advertisements. 
Another implication that comes with income group is also 
relevance of advertisements to the affordability of the respondents. 
There is a possibility that the less wealthy children remember less 
compared to their wealthier counterparts because they realise the limit 
of their affordability and unconciously shut off the temptation of 
things that are not within their family budget. Maybe to confirm or 
reject·this possibility, we should look at the kinds of things that the 










Respondents' Remembered advertisements 
Nutri- .- Family Snacks Fast tious Detergent Clothes Toys Ciga~ Others Total Income Food rette (%) (%) (%) Food (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
< $1500 6.7 14.6 17.4 7.9 5.1 0 23.0 25.3 100 
$1500 - $3000 9.5 14.0 14.0 7.0 5.5 l 29.5 19.5 100 
> $3000 9.8 9.8 14.l 6.8 7.8 0 30.7 21. 0 100 
From the answers, we find that it is true that the wealthier 
children remember more advertisements of luxurious items such as snacks, 
toys and clothes compared to their less wealthy counterparts. 
So here we see again another example of selective perception. 
The children in this case only remember what is relevant to their 
affordability and unconciously shut-off the unattainable so as not to be 
disappointed. 
For this, we refer to something that was written about 
Selective Perception. 
"Selection occurs by filtering out or blocking 
information at some level in the information 
processing system so that only a certain amount 










"The selective process of attention seems to have 
two main parts. First, attention may be conceived 
as a initiating process which supports certain 
sensory inputs. That is attending to a stimulus 
magnifies its influence. Second attending to a 
stimulus attention also serves to reduce the 
influence of competing stimuli. 115 
Now that we have seen how the age and income variable play 
their role in determining Influence Stage 1, we shall see if these 
variables do the same in determining Influence Stage 2 i.e. favouring 
advertisements. 
As usual, we begin with the age variable by noting what are 
the advertisements that each a e roup favours or likes. (Table 3. 9) 
Favoured adv rtisements 
Respon- Total 
dents' Fast Nutri- Deter- Ciga- Don't (%) 
Age lsnacks Food tious gents 
Clothes Toys rette 
Others know 
(%) (%} Food (%} 
(%) (%) (%) 
(%) 
(%) 
5-6 yrs 0 200 13.3 3.3 0 0 46.7 6.7 10.0 100 
12-13 yrs 3.3 13.3 13.3 0 3.3 0 53.3 10.0 3.3 100 
18-19 yrs 0 16.7 6.7 0 0 0 60 3.3 13.3 100 










We find here that the tastes of the respondents from all three 
age-groups are almost similar. From the table we see that they like/ 
favour the same kinds of advertisements although their interests in the 
goods themselves vary greatly. 
It would perhaps be interesting to see the reasons for their 
liking for the popular Fast Food, Nutritious Food and Cigarette adver- 
tisements and see if the various age groups have similar reasons for their 
liking. To see this, let us look at the answers given by the respondents 
to the question : "Why do you like the advertisements that you named 
above?". (Table 3.10) 
Reasons for favouring advertisements 
Respondents' Interesting/ Quality Like Like Other Don't Total 
Age nice adver- Goods goods Characters reasons know (%) 
tisements (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
(%) 
5-6 yrs 16.7 10.0 30.0 16.7 16.7 10.0 100 
12-13 yrs 76.7 0 3.3 0 13.3 6.7 100 
18-19 yrs 73.3 0 0 3.3 6.7 16.7 100 
Table 3.10 Age variable against reasons for favouring advertisements 
We find that more older (12-13 years and 18-19 years) respon- 
dents gave the answer "advertisements are interesting" than the younger 










older children appreciate advertisements more for the entertainment that 
they provide than anything else since more then two-thirds of them gave 
this answer. 
We know now why the older respondents favour certain advertise- 
ments. But what about the younger respondents? What is it that attracts 
them to a certain advertisement? Let us look at the table again. Note 
that many of them answered the question by saying that they like the goods 
advertised and that they like the actors in the advertisements. This only 
goes to show that the younger children are more attracted to the goods 
advertised. They are not attracted to the quality of the advertisements 
but rather to the news of available goods that the advertisements bring. 
We find also that the children are also attracted to the characters in 
the advertisements may they be animals or cartoons or people. 
Notice also that all three age groups have the same tendency 
of not knowing why they like certain goods. This means that children 
of all stages are equally open to the risk of being influenced uncon- 
ciously, at least up till Influence Stage 2. 
We have seen that advertisements that have reached Influence 
Stage 2 and the reasons for their success. Let us now see which are the 
unsuccessful advertisements and why. 













Nutri- Deter- Ciga- 
Total 
Age Snacks tious Clothes Toys Others 
Don't (%) 
(%) Food Food 
gent (%) (%) rette (%) know 
(%) (%) 
(%) (%) (%) 
5-6 yrs 13.3 0 6.7 13.3 6.7 0 3.3 23.3 33.3 100 
12-13 yrs 16.7 3.3 3.3 13.3 13.3 0 3.3 20.0 26.7 100 
18-19 yrs 16.7 0 16.7 16.7 6.7 0 3.3 20.0 16.7 100 
Table 3.11 Age variable against pattern of unfavoured 
advertisements 
We see that the respondents seem to have a dislike for the 
similar kinds of advertisements. But what exactly is it in these adver- 
tisements that make them unfavourable to the respondents? For answers, 
please refer to the reasons given by them (Table 3.12) 
Reasons for unfavouring advertisements 
Respondents' Total 
age Boring Stupid Don't like Don't like Other Don't (%) 
(%) (%) characters goods reasons know 
(%) (%) (%) (%) 
5-6 yrs 26.7 0 0 0 3.3 70.0 100 
12-13 yrs 20.0 20.0 23.3 6.7 23.3 6.7 100 
18-19 yrs 26.7 20.0 0 13.3 26.7 23.3 100 










Respondents of all 3 stages seem to share the opinion that 
their dislike for some advertisements are because the advertisements are 
boring. However where some of the older children find certain of the 
advertisements "stupid", none of the younger children seem to think so. 
We would assume here that the younger children in their tender age are 
not yet able to judge the stupidity or subtlely of certain advertisements. 
Perhaps they can only value whether the advertisements appeal to their 
sense of sight and sound. 
We see again the ignorance of the younger children from the 
same table. We find that many of them do not even know why they dislike 
certain advertisements whereas their older counterparts are able to give 
reason lik , "do not I Ike goods advertised", "do not like the characters" 
and so on. 
Therefore we can deduce here that children of all 3 stages 
know what they like and why they like them (although there are times 
when they are equally unable to point to the reasons for this liking). 
From the above however, we can also deduce that younger children only 
know that they do not like certain advertisements without knowing or 
realising what it is that makes them dislike these advertisements. 
It is by now quite clear that the younger the children are, 
the less concious or aware they are of their own feelings towards things 
and the rationality behind these feelings. In this case, this fact also 
applies to the role of the age variable in determining the achievement 










At this point, it is appropriate to analyse the family income 
variable in determining Influence Stage 2. Is the achievement of this 
stage affected or influenced by the difference in family income? 
To answer this question, respondents from all 3 income groups 
were asked to name their favourite advertisements. (Table 3.13) 
- 
Respondents' Favoured Advertisements Total 
Family Nutri- (%) 
Income Snacks 




(%) Food (%) (o/c) rette (%) (%) (%) (%) 
0 (%) (%) 
- 
< $1500 3.3 46.7 23.3 0 0 0 6.7 6.7 13.3 100 
$1500 - $3000 0 3.3 6.7 0 0 0 80.0 3.3 6.7 100 
> $3000 0 0 3.3 3.3 3.3 0 73.3 10.0 6;'7 100 
Table 3.13 Income variable again t pattern of advertisements 
favoured 
One very district result that we can see here is that the low 
income group (< $1500) seem to be more attracted to the Fast Food and 
Nutritious Food advertisements whereas the middle class and the wealthy 
groups are more attracted to cigarette advertisements. 
It would probably not be wrong to deduce that the less wealthy 
are probably more attracted to food advertisements because they are more 
relevant to their needs and desires. Considering that they are the low 
income group these children tend to crave for food other than that 
provided at home and put it as top priority compared to luxury items like 










On the other hand, to the more wealthy groups, food, whether 
fast-food or nutritious food is taken very much for granted, so much so 
that they no longer yearn for it and focus their attention to other 
items, which in this case are cigarettes. 
Thus, the reason why children from different income groups 
favour different advertisements is due to the relevance of advertisements 
to the needs and desires of each income group. This only goes to show 
that the income variable does play a part in determining the achievement 
of Influence Stage 2. 
It is however interesting to note that the reasons given by 
all 3 groups about their liking for their favourite advertisements are 
quite similar. (Table 3.14) 
Respondents' 
Reasons for favouring advertisements 
Family 
Total 
Interesting Quality Like Like Other Don't (%) 
Income advertise- Goods goods characters reasons know 
ment (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 
< $1500 50.0 6.7 6.7 10.0 16.7 10.0 100 
$1500 - $3000 56.7 3.3 10.0 3.3 10.0 10.0 100 
> $3000 60.0 0 16.7 6.7 10.0 13.3 100 











We could assume here that the respondents are not aware of the 
real reasons why they favour some advertisements to others. Therefore, 
when asked of their reasons, they give only the convenient answer, which 
is, "the advertisement is interesting". We do not, however, question the 
validity of this answer because it would be true that the respondents 
found advertisements of goods of their desire more interesting. 
At this juncture, note that "interesting" advertisements, i.e. 
advertisem nts that hve succeeded in achieving Influence Stage 2 are not 
necessarily adverti emen th twill r ach Influ nee ta 4, i.e. actual 
buyin of goods adverti d. 
Influenc a 4. L kw 
STage 3 mi ht 1 er 1 ad o 
We will see this later when we are discussing 
dv r h f 11 to reach Influence 
le of ood in th nd because of the infor- 
mation of the ood th 
of the advertisements. 
h y r n , r ·hr han du o ·h a tractivene s 
Therefore, be remind tha int r tin adv rtisements need 
not necessarily man successful dvertis ments. 
We have already seen hw the age and income variable play their 
role in determining Influence Stage 2. We shall now see of these variables 
do the same in detennining Influence Stage 3 i.e. wish to buy goods 
adver ised. 
To answer this, we asked the respondents if they could buy 
·he ood in their favourite advertisements if they had the money, 
wh ch, of cour~e i equal o sk n 
ood av r 1 in h ir r vouri 
h m f ·h y h d c w h 











Against the age of the respondents, the answers are as below 
(Table 3.15). 
Wish to buy goods in favourite advertisements 
Respondents' Yes, because Yes, because Yes, because 
Total 
Age like need it friends have No 
(%) 
advertisements (%) it (%) 
(%) (%) 
5-6 yrs 66.7 0 3.3 30.0 100 
12-13 yrs 43.3 23.3 0 33.3 100 
18-19 yr 33.3 20.0 3.3 43.3 100 
Tabl 3. 5 bl again t re pond nt ' wi h to buy goods 
din h r f vourite av rti ement 
Her we find hat youn r ch"ldr n are more likely to wi h to purcha e 
the goods adv rti ed mer ly becau thy like th advertisements 
compared to the older children who an w red that they would buy the goods 
because they ne ded them. We al o find that th r re more older children 
who decidedly say that they would not like to buy the goods advertised 
in their favourite advertisements even if they can afford them because 
they neither need them, like them or envious of friends who have them. 
Therefore, we find here that the older children are more capable 
of differentiating and separating their liking for the advertisements 
comp red o the younger children who take the advertisements at face value 









We all know that children of various ages have different 
interests and needs. Therefore, what decides whether a certain advertise- 
ment is successful in bringing out a child's wish to buy the goods 
advertised also depends on the age of the child and the relevance of the 
advertisement and the goods advertised to the needs and interests of the 
child. For example, we take the advertisements of toys and their success 
at Influence Stage 3. The respondents were asked as to whether they would 








Wi h to buy toy adv rti ed? 
y (%) No (o/c) 
100 
12-13 yrs 23.3 7 . 7 100 
Table 3.16 A v ri bl a int r spond nts' wish to 
buy the toys advertised 
It is very clear that the younger children have a wish to buy the toys 
because toys are relevant to their interests, whereas the older children 
have already outgrown them. 
Therefore we see beyond any doubt here that the age variable 
d fini ely play a role in determining whether a certain advertisement 










stage with some children but not with children of other age groups. But 
this does not mean that it has failed. The real success of the adver- 
tisement depends on the target of the advertisement:- "who does it want to 
reach?" 
We will now see the role of family incomes in determining 
Influence Stage 3. To see this, let us take advertisements that have 
already achieved. Influence stage land 2 and which have been ranked as 
the most popular advertisements in the children's eyes, from all 3 age 
group (for eg., ci aret nd f t food advertisements). This is to 
avoid any confusion. 
Tote the nch of Inf uenc Stage 3 by these ciga- 
rette advertisements, r spondents w r asked as to whether they would 
like to smoke when they are older. Th ir an wer against their family 
income are as below (Table 3.17) 
Respondents' Wish to smoke when older? Total Family (%) 
Income Yes (%) No (%) 
( $1500 3.3 96. 7 100 
$1500 - $3000 13.3 86.7 ·100 
> $3000 6.7 93.3 100 
Tabl 3.17 Age variable against respondents' wish 










We find that although the children can remember and favour 
the cigarette advertisements, very few of them would like to smoke when 
they are older. Here is proof that an interesting advertisement is not 
necessarily a successful advertisement. A lot also depends on a person's 
socialization and values. 
As for the role of the income variable in influencing the 
achievement of Influence Stage 3 by the advertisements, we see in Table 
3.17 that the middle income group is exceptionally more interested in 
smoking as comp red to the oth r wo roup. This difference is rather 
interesting considerin 
nd w p u pon 
that the respondents are of the same age groups, 
on ·h r on for th diff rence. To answer 
this, we asked the re pond nt 
smoke. Tho who woul l'k to 
why would thy or would they not like to 
mok id tha h yr 1 hat moking 
is "cla sy", " tyli h", "manly", "macho", etc., while those who would not 
like to smoke said that "smokin is a wa t of money", "not good for 
heal th", "brin s cancer, tuberculo i ", tc. 
From these answers we can deduce a few possibilities on to 
the difference in interest, which is brought about by the income variable. 
Seeing that smoking was termed as "classy" and "stylish", it is possible 
that the middle income group is attracted to it because they feel that it 
is a way of elevating their image to a more classy and stylish level. 
On he o her hand, the lower income groupmay not share this opinion 
ecau bein lack of money to spend, they would tend to consider smoking 










compared to its worth to wealthier man), and as a hazard to health 
(which will bring to higher medical expenses). The higher income group 
on the other hand might not be attracted to smoking because they do not 
have a need to proof their class and style through smoking (like the 
middle income group) as they are already confident of their own social 
and financial stand. Moreover they have also their health to think 
about. 
Therefore, we find that the income variable does play a role 
in determinin Inf uenc t 3. Childr n from different financial 
back rounds do vary in th ir consum r behaviour. 
Concernin th chi v m n of Influ nc Sta 4 by advertise- 
ments, i .. the ta e wh re adverti ments ucceed in brining actual 
sales to the advertisers, we will now the rol of age and income 
variables in determining this ultimate sta e. 
Dealin with h a v riabl a r ctor in influencing the 
achievement of Influence Sta e 4 by advertisements, we will exclude the 
advertisements of items which are equally irrelevant to the interests of 
all our respondents eg. detergent advertisements, and also those which 
are equally popular to all the various age groups of children and have 
been bought by most of the respondents, eg. Fast Food advertisements 
(Noe: this however does not mean that we are discarding any possibility 
ha ·h i ems will be bought by the respondents due to other factors 
o·her han nflu nc of a vertisement, eg. parent ' in truct on, need 









Instead in this stage, we will focus on advertisements of 
items which are generally more relevant to the interests of majority of 
the respondents, starting with the snacks advertisements. 
The respondents were asked if they have tried any one of the 
snacks advertised. Here were their answers (Table 3.18). 
Respondents' Tried any of snacks advertised? Total 
age (%) 
Yes (%) No(%) 
5-6 yrs 56.7 43.3 100 
2-13 yt 86.7 13.3 100 
18-19 yr 73.3 26.7 100 
Table 3.18 Age variabl a int r al purchase 
of nack advertised 
We find that de pite our xp c ton that youn er children are 
more likely to be influenced by snacks advertisements, it is amongst the 
adolescent roup that we found the highest number of children who have 
tried the snacks. An explanation for this finding is that the younger 
children are more restricted by their parents from eating snacks between 
meals for fear that they might later lose appetite for their main meals 
(This information was gathered from the parents and the children them- 
ve ). The adolescents on the other hand have more leave and permission 










munch to overcome their boredom and ever-demanding hunger, hence the 
explanation to why they seem to consume more snacks than the younger 
children. Meanwhile the young adults seem to take more snacks than the 
young children but less than the adolescence, probably because they are 
free to eat what they please but have come to a stage where they are 
losin interest and taste for snacks and munchies. 
We have seen that the age variable does play a role in 
Influence Stage 4. Let us look at the advertisements of another item, 
(i.e. toy ) to ee a an if g variable does indeed play its role. 
Th re pond nt w r a ked if they own d or have bought any of 
the toys advertised. Th r n w rs (T bl 3.19) 
Respondents' 
Bou ht any toy advertised? Total 
Age Yes (%) No(%) 
(%) 
5-6 yrs 50 50 100 
12-13 yrs 23.3 76.7 100 
18-19 yrs 3.3 96.7 100 
Table 3.19 Age variable against purchase of toys 
advertised 
It is very clear that the age variable does indeed play its 
role here. This is because age influences a person's needs, which in 









these needs. The younger the children are, the more the tendency for 
them to buy the toys because toys are more relevant to their needs as 
compared to the older children. In fact, from the answers that the 
younger children gave, we find that they are so influenced by the adver- 
tisements that they even own Barbie Dolls (Note : please be reminded that 
our respondents are boys). 
Fi ure 5 : Barbi Doll advertisement 
We shall take the two same examples, i.e. the snacks' adver- 
tisements and the toys advertisements to check if family income affects 
Influence Stage 4. 
First, the snacks advertisements. Respondents from the 3 
income groups were asked if they had bought or tried any of the snacks 










Respondents' Tried any of snacks advertised Total 
Family (%} 
Income Yes (%) NO (%) 
< $1500 56.7 43.3 100 
$1500 - $3000 80.0 20.0 100 
> $3000 80.0 20.0 100 
Table 3.20 Income variable against trial purchase of 
snacks advertised 
We find that th low incom roup em o be the roup where 
the 1 ast p ople hav tri d th nacks advert sed lthough they all 
(as we hav found out in Influ nc g 2) hav almo t the ame 
intere t in sn ck. Thi diff renc could be due to affordability. 
Obviously, the poor r respondents could no spar money for things more 
than necessary compared to their wealthi r coun rp rt. 
Here, we s e th t incom roup do ply a part. Let us, 
however, look at another example to confirm, or to disprove our hypo- 
thesis. For this we will look again at the toys advertisements. The 
respondents were asked if they bought any of the toys advertised. Their 










Respondents' Bought any of toys advertised? Total 
Family (%) 
Income Yes (%) No (%) 
< $1500 6.7 93.3 100 
$1500 - $3000 30.0 70.0 100 
' > $3000 40.0 60.0 100 
Table 3.21 Income variable against purchase 
of toys advertised 
We find ht we can inde d confirm ha incom doe affect the 
achievem nt of Influ nc 4 by any adv r i m n In o her words, 
an adv rti m n my hav nf'Lu nc d m on of peopl at once but what 
leads to Influence t e 4 is du to affordabili y of the audienc . 
Th r for in th Ch pt r, w are made ware that before an 
advertisement can be ruly succe ful, lot of factor have ob taken 
into considera ion, two of which r h a nd family income of the 
audience. An intensity adv rtisement which has all the qualities stated 
in Chapter 3 need not necessarily be a successful advertisement in 
brin in actual sales. Other factors also contribute towards its success. 
Most importantly, an advertiser must consider one question: "Who do I want 
to reach - is it he younger people or the older people, is it the low 
incom group, he middle income group or is it the rich?" Only after 
con id rin h e factors can we produce an advertisement which is not 
only in er ing but appea ing o the aimed audience, n tat well 
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EFFECTS OF TELEVISION ADVERTISING 
ON CHILDREN IN PETALING JAYA 
It is an accepted procedure in this country to leave the task 
of educating consumers in the willing hands of advertisers. This is 
because many school systems consider consumer education as a peripheral 
option and fail to realize that if chools do not teach market place 
skills, adverti er will. Th r for i 'nevitable that most of our 
advertisers cont in informa ion repr ent n th 
the peopl ' 
ellers' interests than 
It may be a um d ha av r·i r wi h thi dvanta will 
set out only to promot th ir produc 
promotion we call th "in nd d f ec 
Th dir ctr ul from his 
II Howev r, we cannot fail to 
overlook the fact that be h in end d ff ct , adv r i ing also 
brings results that confu e, misled, or, promote unhealthy and socialty 
undersirable behaviour. These results, which we assume that the 
advertisers do not set out to bring, we call the "unintended effects". 
The Intended Effects 
a n ion o and recall of product brands and attributes; 
Fro our tudy it is clear that children pay attention to 










attention seems to be dependent on several factors. Attention is 
likely to be greater to advertisements for products relevant to 
children, and to commercial with higher levels of audro complexity 
or physical action. Children's attention seems to be enhanced by 
the presence of audio elements such as lively music, singing, 
rhymin , and sound effects, and visual elements such as active 
movement, animation and visual changes in general. 
b) desire for adverti ed product 
Ther i al o con idera vidence in this study about 
learnin from dv r i 
to rec 11 or r con z pro uc 
W fin tha h r spond nts are able 
an pro uct ttribu 
c) trial nd rep at purch s 
parents; 
of pro uc s, or purcha r qu s s to 
The existing evidence in thi tudy indicates that advertising 
is at least moderately successful in creating positive attitudes 
towards a product and in stimulating requests for the product. In 
our survey, we found that a large majority of both children and 
mothers reported that the children asked for the toy and food items 










The Unintended Effects 
a) short-range effects; 
One of the issues here is the ability of children to distin- 
guish between programme and advertisement material. This is no 
surprise considering that some advertisers schedule their advertise- 
ments (which feature some famous characters) to appear adjacent to 
the pro ramme which also f ature these same characters. For example, 
the cartoon adver i emen wh'ch ppe r betw en cartoon pro rammes. 
One local example of thi is the Fanta advertisement advertising soft 
dr nk . 










From our survey we found that the younger respondents either 
expressed confusion or based their discrimination of advertisements 
on effect or on superficial perceptual ones. 
The respondents also failed to understand the selling intent 
of advertisements, especially the younger ones who suggested little 
comprehension and/or the low salience of persuasive intent as a 
critical feature in advertisin . 
Advertisements lso make the children, especially the younger 
on shave an incorrect a e ment of product p rforrnance, as of 
satisfaction prov'ded by product. 
From our int rvi w wi h mo hr of our r pendents, we also 
found that dv r i m n· act a an ncour of nsaf b haviour 
throu h imitation, ., win n on 
Bobo (a local snack) adverti 
rop like the character in the 
b) mid-ran e effects; 
One of the issues here is the influence of advertising on 
children's development of consumer skills. From our study, we have 
found that television advertisements encourage inappropriate standards 
for consumer choices, eg. snacks and sweets appear to provide more 
wetness and fun than nutritional value, etc. 
We also found from our respondents' mothers that adverti e- 









conflict. According to them, especially the economically disadvan- 
taged families, requests by children very often strain parent-child 
relations. These parents have to deny most request because of a lack 
of financial resource. This denial, according to them is frustrating 
to both parent and child, leading to feelings of guilt and resentment. 
Sometimes, requests complicate family consumption priorities, leading 
to maladaptive practices, especially among the poor. 
On th oth r hand, we found among some of the respondents 
that adv rti in can al o ch he ch ldren bout workin of market 
place and advertisin 
product. 
comparing advertisin claims with actual 
c) lon -range effects; 
In r rd o h o ibl long r-ran cumulative consequences 
of children's televi ion adverti in·, mo of h influ nc of adver- 
tisements on formation of childr n' b h v oural p tt rn . 
We found from our survey that one of the effects of adver- 
tising is encouragement or reinforcement of unhealthy or hazardous 
behaviour (for eg., poor nutritional habits, drug abuse, etc.) 
We also found that advertising encourage and reinforce 
cer ain social values, for example sex role or other stereotyping, 
r tor cynicism toward society. One example of an advertisement 









Hoon advertisement about a young boy of a king who commands a 
servant old enough to be his mother in a rude manner. The advertise- 
ment also shows how frightened the old servant was of him and quickly 
got him his meal. It is as though the advertisement is telling the 
children that if they want anything from their elders, this is the 
way to et it. 
However we must also not only look at the negative aspect 
of advertisement In certain of our respondents, we found that 
adv rt' in h lp ch'ldr n o d~v lop consumer k'll . They learn 
from their experienc if the ood adverti ed are all that the 
advert m n c a m h m o b 
Now ht w hav een both th intended a well as th unintended 
effects of television advertisin, we f'n that h int nded effect are 
few and that most of the unintended ef ect ar not v ry favourable to the 
physical, mental, cultural and behavioural w 11-b ing of children. 
Even from our study itself, we find that there are so many 
negative effects that television advertising can bring to children 
besides the ones already mentioned above. We will now look at them. 
One very obvious effect of advertising is that it produces 
ma erialis ic children. Advertisements convey a sense of overimportance 
o he deci ion o buy one brand or another. Brand differences are 










rather than to more profound moral and ethnical values. The sheer 
weight of the perhaps thousands of children's and adults' advertisements 
that a child under twelve may see a year can give the market-place undue 
prominence and encourage greed and selfishness in the child. 
Advertising, we also found, develops a pattern of mistrust among 
the children. Some very exposed items on advertisements can lead to some 
young consumers to a deja vu feeling when they get the product, only to 
find that its xciting and promisin ima ea conveyed by an advertise- 
ment my not be confirmed by sub equent exp r ence with the prod c. 
This incompatibility could be experienced as a failure situation by some 
childr n. Thy 1 rn o st us n h 1 tr ad to cynici m 
towards other sources of 'nforma ion and uthor ty. 
From our survey, w al o found tha om 
in advertisements al o influence he childr n ' 
exag erat d claims 
arnin of re pon ibi- 
lity. A child may consider him el ind quat if h canno do something 
et forth in an advertisement. For xample, c rtain advertisement shows 
all the kids in it drinkin a certain brand of drinks who can share 
beautifully. If the child drinks the same drink and still cannot share, 
he might think lowly of himself. 
Over-stated and exaggerated claims in advertisements, we found, 
lso ncourage children to want things that they do not need. For 
xam 1 , ·he local "Kiko" clothes advertisements which emphasize how 










This sort of advertisements according to the respondents parents, make a 
child who has already got a sufficient number of clothes to still insist 
on more clothes, like those advertised of course. 
Fi ure 7 "Kiko" /\dv rti 111 n · 
Another effect of adv rtisin that we found in our respondents 
was that these children have a wrong conception and outlook on life. 
Many of them believe that their personality can be defined by the possession 
of thins - all pleasures of life are objects, objects that can be replaced . 
. 
This effect is brought about by the advertisements taking unfair advantage 
of youthful needs. They rely heavily on approaches to a child's self- 
cone p and peer relationships. Advertisers unite their advertisements 
don he needs of children - food, security, friends, love, etc. 










children feel inadequate and frightened, feelings which the advertisers 
subtly suggest they can get rid of with the purchase of certain items. 
This attack on the children's needs, as a result, brings wounds which 
are too deep to be seen by the human eye. As a result, these children 
might row up with a wrong conception and outlook on life. 
Many sales messa es on local television indirectly encourage 
children to live in a world of fantasy by using a reat deal of imagina- 
tion and fan a y. The adver i em nt how a r lly fantastic world 
wher ry h n in i <lliv , including v C\ l <1 1 
tc. Thy al o u e r oni ica·ion of he un, ound , e c. For 
xampl h Loe al "K 11 p; ' , 11 Bubb l " n v t'Lj s m n wh r ·h ound 
"snap", "cr ack l " and "pop" a: ac ual I 1i l p opl who can commun - 
l . h , u" nc; n c with h ch i I act.or-. Ano Ll: t' .ucu 
adver i emen wher er a ur 
how to mix the drink. 
tl1 i7. or ·11 in iv in true ions on 









As a result of such advertisements, children are encouraged to live in a 
world of fantasy, or worse, to lose the ability to distinguish fantasy 
from reality, because the fantasy has been linked to a material object. 
We also found that our respondents are confused as to which 
stage of time they are really in. In one advertisement they see high 
modern technology, in another they see Tarzan - like clad people. 
This confuses them, especially the young ones, and give them a picture 
of mod rn life that i unrealistic. 
Children in Malay i who econ umer duet on dep nd 1 rgely 
on the advertis r ar also nappropr a ly nd wrongly ducatcd. 
Information contain n adv r i m n sin uff ci nt and inadequate. 
Specifically, the amount and quality of information on nutrit'on and 
health in such messa s i inadequat It com a no urprise then that 
many of our respondents think that a r tional way to o a out food 
selection is to do it based on a jin 1 , a whim y, tc. rather then on 
nutritional values. 
To further stress on the neg~tive effects of advertising on 
children's physical well-being, we must comment on the stress of most 
advertisements of edibles to children on sugar, sweetness,· chocolate, 
etc. If this is all the nutrition education that a child can get, then 
is no surprise that many of our respondents' parents complain of their 











As to the emotional and psychological well-being of children, 
we find that advertisements do impose meanings and pleasures of growing 
up on the children even before they have grown up. The natural joys and 
pleasures that a child should feel when he first succeeds in something 
and bathe in the joy of using his powers, when he first uses his newly 
emer ed power for the first time to gain a friend, and when he can love, 
plan and create, etc. are overtaken and camouflaged by the joys, the 
material joys that the advertisements offer him. Therefore, his meanings 
of pleasure nd rowin up a~e chan ed. The child becomes a person who 
is not really an adole cen or an adul i h r. II 
fully recovered from chil hood. Ron Go 1 rt1 call 
i om one who i 
him ' up r-kid' . 
not 
Ba ically h i a con mer who r du s r om kid con um r o affluent 
teen a consumer to youn married con um r. Thi i he wor and fear d 
effect of advertising on children, an jud in from th way things tand 
right now, our respondents re very much in th d n r of being a super- 
kid. 
That about sums up the ne ative effects of advertising on 
children. There is no doubt that they are many but we must also not 
for et that there are also positive effects such as children's consumer 
education, sponsored children's programmes, etc. Moreover, according to 
Ch rles Winick et. al1s2 opinion, television advertising does not 
n cs arily always have bad effects on children as children are not as 










Of course, it is interesting to ponder on this view, but if 
we apply it to our respondents in this study, we find that this view is 
not applicable and that the negative effects mentioned earlier do impose 
themselves in our respondents. 
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This study set out to examine the level of influence that tele- 
vision advertising have on children in Petaling Jaya, the reasons for and 
the elements of this influence and also not forgeting, the effects of this 
influence. 
In the pr ceedin chapters, we have seen and analysed the con- 
cepts of influence of adver i 'n , of childr n, of television, etc. We 
have also seen various definitions and opinions of various writers and 
expert concern·n h op c ha w are n w h. 
Re ult from our survey how which are he influential/non- 
influential adverti ement and the r a on 01 hi succc s/failure. A 
a result, we found that adv rti emen which ar con idered int rest n 
by the respondents have specific elemen sin ·h m uch s pleasant 
characters, relation to audience, natural conveyanc , lots of life, etc. 
Advertisements which are considered boring on the other hand are found 
to be lacking of these elements. We also found that although very often 
it is the interesting advertisements that bring in the sales, this is 
no necessarily true for every item, every time. There are advertisements 
which are considered very interesting by most of the respondents (for eg. 
ci arette advertisements) but which fianlly fail to bring in children's 
bu ne to heir adver isers because of various other factors, such 










We also found that background factors such as age and family 
income variables play a great determining role in all four Influence 
Stages, but in different ways in different stages. These variables 
affect the degree of influence of advertisements on children because they 
bring with them other factors such as differences in taste, in relevance, 
in affordability, in value, in maturity, etc. 
We have also seen how it is inevitable that television 
advertisin should brin effects (either in ended or unintended) to the 
children' phy ical, ment 1, emot on 1 and p ychological well-being. 
Although there are a few positive effects of advertising and although 
th r are a w v w h dv r n dos s arily have bad 
effects on children, ba ed on our r pon n , we 
effects imposed them lv on our r pond n s mo 
w how the negative 
tronp,ly th nth 
positive effects. In oth r word , w foun th adverti ement to bring 
more negative than positive eff c to th childr n ·n Petal ng J ya. 
Despite all the undesir ble f ct that advertising bring 
however, it cannot be denied that advertising is also an indispensable 
aspect of our modern and progressive country. Therefore, advertising 
must continue. This, however does not mean that advertising should be 
iven free leave to continue reducing and abusing the children as well 
as the i norant and vulnerable adults. Instead, steps should be taken 
o improve and control the advertising industry so that it does not 
b come a ad influence to the well-being of the audience, but a mean 











Suggestions To Improve The Malaysian Television Advertising Industry 
Since this study is concerned with Malaysian children, we will 
see how the Malaysian television advertisements can be improved for the 
safe viewing of the children. 
Firstly, considering that there is no specific Act that deals 
with the subject of advertising, specifically, it is suggested that one 
be drafted dedicated to deal with and cover all legal aspects of 
advertisin, e pec'ally what is p rmi e to b shown on adv r i ment 
and what not. Since w already have quite a r liable set of Code of 
Ethnic , it i h h Ac r v d r om hr and further 
improved after a few r li ble and d p nd bl sud on h needs of our 
Malaysian society. Amon oh r th n · ·h 
in the Act are: 
. houl r nit ly included 
a} affirmin disclosures loca ed in th body of advertisements 
for and directed to childr n. 
b} affirming disclosures and nutritional information conceived 
in separate advertisements, funded by advertisers of products 
advertised to children. 
c} limitations upon particular advertising messages used and/ 
or techniques used to advertise to very young children, or 









d) limitations upon the time and frequency of advertisements 
directed at very young children, etc. 
Secondly, it is felt that the present procedure of leaving 
advertisements' censoring to different bodies like th Kementerian 
Kesihatan Iklan Ubat (KKLIU), Kementerian Perdagangan dan Perindustrian, 
Lembaga Penapis Filem Negara, TVJ's censor board, RTM's censor board, etc. 
is not a very good one. These bodies have so much of other things on 
their hands besides the censoring of advertisements that they can not 
concentr te on the ol duty o c nsorin adverti em nt. 
Th refor, i u t d h ta p cific xclu ive board 
be set up to sift, analy e nd valu dv r ism nts b fo h y can be 
passed for viewin. In other word , here hould be bo rd which is 
wholly dedicated to censorin adverti em nts. Quali ied p ychologi ts, 
sociologists and economists should be lin to b pait of thi censor 
board because they would be best suited to pot all th direct and 
indirect, the positive and then ativ ffects of advertisements so 
that any undesirable elements in advertisements can be eliminated to make 
them safe for viewing (especially the children's). 
Thirdly, being aware that the responsibility of protecting 
children from the seduction of advertising also lies on other parties, 
i u ested that the Kementerian Pelajaran Malaysia adopt consumer 
education a on of the subjects in schools as this would produce 










claims of certain advertisements. We also hope that with Consumer 
education, children will be more aware of what is good and what is bad 
for their well-being. For example, consumer education on the nutritional 
values of certain snacks advertisements should bpen the children's eyes 
to the real quality of the snacks advertised and hopefully opt for better 
diets. 
It is also suggested that the Consumer Associations assist in 
this effort by keepin their eye and ear open to any advertisements 
which may h ve lipped the cen or bo rd ' no ic nd wh'ch may b 
carrying the wron mes es and effec 
again uch adv r em n ·o ·h Un 
They can then launch complaints 
Kon um r, Km nter n Perdagangan 
dan Perindustrian which handl s uch compl nt 
It is also su e ted that he con um r as ociation a sist in 
educating the parents themselv or the d c p iv and exa grated claims 
of advertisements so that they in turn can u d th ir ch ldren in 
perceiving these advertisements. 
Parents on their part can help their children by teaching them 
o value and appreciate themselves so that he/she would not feel the 
need to substitute his/her personality with materials and things to 
compete with his friends and peers. This would also help him/her not to 
feel inade uate if he cannot do what is exaggeratedly set forth in the 










Recommendations For Future Research 
In the hope of an improved and a healthier advertising industry, 
it is also suggested that a few other researches be carried out on 
advertising so that appropriate, effective and.fair policies can be 
formulated towards this aim. 
In terms of n w research, it is recommended that future studies 
move in these directions: 
a) Research to - st pecific hyponoth or premises on which 
xi tin or ropo d re ult on r b d ~ 
Such tudie n 
nor expen iv o conduc 
no be la or 
I prop r y d 
im con umive 
n d, hey can 
have real impact on r olvin 
issues on adverti n. 
om out tandin problem and 
bl Research on role of televi ion and television advertising 
in children's lives; 
This research is to determine more definitely the 
importance of television as an influence on children in 
comparison with other major socialization factors, including 
parents, relatives, peers, school, church and other media. 
Th e earch proposed here would not be focu ed on televi ion, 










environment, including television and television adverti- 
sing. 
Although such a research would not be a simple or 
an inexpensive one to conduct and would require the exten- 
sion of current research methods and the development of 
new techniques of measurement, this effort would be justi- 
fied by the importance of the results. This research 
should employ a variety of techniques and mea ures to deter- 
min the r la iv import nee of and th 'nt rac on 
between the source from whcih children acquire the infor- 
m tion th · nf u nc 
behaviour. 
h r v lu nd ltitud nd heir 
c) Research on children's pre ption of individual commercial 
Such a research woul r mb h yp of tudies 
in preparing routinely conduct d by adv r i in ag nci 
advertisements, xcept that it would be conducted systema- 
tically, emphasizing randomized samples of advertisements 
and children, examining the intended and unintended effects. 
It should also include adult advertisements although it 
would concentrate on advertisements intended for children. 
The purpose of this research is to allow the development 
of methods to identify specific advertisement which are 










about children's perception on advertisements to determine 
the comprehensibility and fairness of advertisements for a 
particular product or the effectiveness of a particular 
technique so that it may ultimately be possible to develop 
a standardized instrument to test advertisement to ensure 
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